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ABSTRACT 
' ,.., -
.. 
In the daily_ operation of a computer system, the need arises for a 
,, 
tool that can be used to evaluate the ·e·ffect on system perf<Jrmance of 
1·. 
. ~ 
. . .. changes iti workl~ad and modifications i~ hardware configuration, soft-
,.'',•.,,.·• · ·• .,, ,· ·• ,, ·' ,• .. , .•., , ... , , .. ,r ,..., , ... 11 .. ,,, .. ,1 •"'•f ,...,r•"'•fl"'•f,....,l ... if,.•I "'"·f , .. ,, ·~-r .-,r ·'"·I···,·., .... ··" · , ,· ., ,.,, ,· ,, ,·.1 ,·., ,· , , .. , ,. , · , .. 
: 0 
J 
i 
t . 
I 
. . ·\:, ... · .. - .. ··:; 
:~ 
.. 
'" 
: -' ~ 
. '
•' • I 
ware parameters, and scheduling strate'gies. , Simulation is the most 
flexible of the evaluation techniques. 
This thesis d·escribes a s·im~lation'·mo·de1-·---for ... ·tne cn·c. 64QQ .. computer 
- : \ 
system under the SCOP·E- 3.3 Operat·ing System. The de~ign goa! of the model. 
is to predict., with a 90 percent lev~l of confidence, the performance of 
~he system _in terms of turnaro~Jtd time' . time-sharing . response time' 
/ .. 
' . .. . ' . . ~-
co.n tr 01 · .Point dwell, ~nd. central processing unit utilization·.-. One of· 
. . 
the mo~t s·ignificant ·· aspects of this niodel is that it simulates both 
• ! f -
~ . . . ' . 
the ba_tch and ··1ntera~tive~modes~=-! of the system's 1 op,eration. Inter-, 
CI lj 
, active jobs are .modeled at the ·~·ommand level; and bat_ch jobs ar,e model·ed 
' ~ . . 
at. the task ·level. The validity of the model is improved by the use of 
pa,rameters -which represent the state of the system in terms of the avail-
.• . ,! 
ability of peripheral processors. 
TheJ r.esults of a number of experiments conducted with the· model are 
present_ed·o. The results show that it is necessary to ·compromise ~,etween 
batch turnaround time and time-sharing response time. ~ . 
.,,. 
- .. 
. ' ' ' : '. . 
.. - : : •· ,' :. ...... "-~--~:::··-, .... :·:._. .. ,~ ·:··· ,_· 
., ,.... . 
--·• ,,r....._,. ···------·-·-· --· ·-,· • 
. . 
\·· 
. \ - , 
• 
...... 
I 1 
. \' 
-- ---· .. ----·· "-:':I""-.-----:::-.-'---'-----'""•' 0- --"'"'."~- ·-· •• -
' ' d 
. ~-
. 
.. . -' 
-~ ·. \ . 
fERFORMANCE EVALUATION-
1.1 INTRODUCTION 
• 
. CHAP'l'ER 1 --
' "' ' . 
', ·, ••. , ¥ 
I ,•bio, . 
. ~ . . 
~omputer system per(ormance evaluation ·is of vital importance in 
the design of hardware and software systems, the selection of computer 
~'I 
r• ~V, 
· , ·systems, and. the analysis of e.xisting systems. The pe~forinance of a 
compute_r system depends ·not only on the hardware and the j'ob load but 
. 
0 
also on the operating system that controls the flow o_f j·obs t};lrough the 
system.· The capabilities of the operating system significantly in-
. . ' 
fluence · the perfo~arice of the computer. -Compilers, assem~lers,. . ' 
., .... - \ 
... ·application programs and utilities are part ·of the C<?mputer ,system, 
. . . 
and ·their performance. affects. the_ total $ysteni_ performaIJ.ce •. The potential 
. . 
effect' of software ~~ .. the total system perfo~ance -is w:idely recogniz,ed. , . 
. -
I • :..._ ·• -',-"'; 
. '1 
J •••• , .. ,. •••••• ~- -·---, ... •·•• - • . .. 
The cost of software deveiopment and maintenance represents a sig-
' 
nificant port~onr. of ·the ,,total system cost. . The evaluation of software. in 
terms of cost and performanc·e is therefore very important. 
· ·1ucas[30] has· identified three reasons for evaluat!i.ng t'he performance 
-
of a compute; system: performance proj~ction, selection eval\iation and . 
performance monitoring. Performance projection is usu?ll·y involved in the 
·-
" 
'' 
design of a new hardware component or a software package. The design 
' process involves :~he· development of several desi'gn alternative~ and ,.the 
~election of the best alternatiyea The designer has to estimate the 
· · ·. performance of systems that do not yet exist. 
" 
,, 
I ..... 
' . 
2 
1,,' 
,, 
• 
I 
~-
/ 
i . 
' .. 
~ .... 
• 
.. ' 
'. 
' 
' 
l . 
I , 
.... 
•, 
. . 
' . 
.. 
-- -·- - -- ···:··-- ,. ,-- -···-.--- .. 
.. 
. ' 
'. -
P·erf.ormance is one of the major criteria co·n·sidered. when a new 
·computer system is being purchased. Other factors besides performance 
are training and application programs provided by the vendor, reli'ability 
and expandability of the proposed configuration. The selection procedure 
. 
includes both hardware and software evaluation. 
Monitoring provides information on the act 
' . 
. 
existing system. A study on .how the system can be 
. . 
performance of an 
proved usually 
accompanies the .mo.nitoring. A computer center is usually confronted with 
the question of how to deal with· a growing load and for a changing job 
1 
. mix in the face of tight financial constraints. The needs may be met 
. ' 
byaltering the equipment configuration or changing scheduling and dis-
. 
. 
patching algorithms.. Another --solution may be to establish preferred j(?b 
classes·. for different time intervals; for example, only jobs requiring 
,' 
. 
. -
,, .central processor time of 200 sec. qr less· may be p.rocessed through the 
system between 9:00 A.M. and 12:00 P.M. 
r ' 
1.2 ?ERFORMANCE EVALUATION TECHNIQUES 
The three basic approaches to computer system evaluation are the 
following: 
1.2.1 .Monitoring 
<'.t ' 
(1) Monitoring 
(2) Analytic evaluation, and 
(3) Simulation 
• !J 
· Monitoring is a method of collecting data on the performance of an 
existing system~ Hardware or software probes are inserted into the' 
,., 
system, and major system events are monitored and recorded .. Two 
• 
activities are involved in the monitoring proce~s: the actual 
3 
~~ --~--~- - ~-
--~ 
' 
... 
.. 
f 
. ' 
... ' 
. lf. ·. 
.. 
I 
)" . 
• 
\ 
. collection of statistics during operations ·and the analysis of the 
· data -- which is usually done at a later time. 
· Hardware monitors measure parameters such as central processor 
., . .,,.,,.·.-,~ .. - - . ' ....... : .. ~ .. -···-·..---~ ... _.,..,. ·-·--- ,_, - _, 
' . 
time; peripheral processor time, d~sk re~d/write time, and wait.ing time. 
·Given a specific set of readings, an analyst can calculate a number 
of performance measures such as total. system idle ·time, compute only 
time, I/0 only time, and etc. ·[3]. A major advantage of hardware 
monitoring is that the system is not disturbed in any way by the act of·. 
making measurements. Thus, .the monitor ·described.-by Bonner [3] can 
' measure ma~y system parameters without ·affecting the n~;'fflal ovration .. '. 
-
of,t)le system. 
. 
A job accounting .routine, such as the "D~y File" generator of the 
, SCOPE operatipg system, is the simplest form of a monitor. This type . 
... 
o"f monitor can prov.ide reliable statistics on central· .memory usage, .. :- .. ·. · 
peripheral processor time, central proc.essor time, number of cards read, 
number of lines printed, and etc. The ~pera.ting system automatically 
stores t}J.e Day File data on disk; it can be retrieved for analysis at 
· - ·:.a, later time. More sophisticated software monitors can be implemented 
by altering the operating syste~ itself. Software monitors may also 
·be implemented by writing special routines and submitting them as user 
.... ·. ' 
· · jobs. The dis.advantage of a software monitor is that it can and does 
· .. · ... degrade the system during operation. A software monitor .. takes memory 
- space.and uses central processor and peripheral processor time. The 
' . . . d f 
......... · ... · '·~-·-- .. ··-··«·---·· .. ·-.. -~-'.~---~·-··-"-···-· -. .,ma Jo r a vantage o a software monitor is its: flexibility in deterrnin-
. . 
• 
ing wha~ parameters are to be monitored and in making changes in the 
statistics to be collectedo 
Monitors are primarily used to analyse the behavior of an existing 
4 
• 
- - - ----- ---
• 
•. 1· 
• 
' ' ' 
I, 
1·" 
:i' 
I 
1' 
[, 
L 
. 
I 
f. 
' j 
l 
~ 
,. 
I 
\ 
'( 
, . 
,, 
' 
·, 
... 
i 
' 
-;I 
1 ' . 
\ . 
\ . 
. .., . " 
.. 
•· 
" . 
. .... 
__ · system. . ..Monitoring can be. used to ident~f:y system bottlenecks and 
inadequacies. Monitoring is also useful in developing a profile on 
the use of a. system. For example,· the percentage of jobs which re-
qu,ire central memory space of· less ·than 70,000 (octal) words can be 
' ' 
. 
~etermined by monitoring. This data can be -used to determine which 
programming systems the installation should support. For example, 
··~ .. 
if statistics show a high percentage of compile time compared to 
execution time, an installation may decide to i;eplace their compilers 
with faster ones. 
. •, 
1.2.2 Analytic Evaluation 
. . 
The second approach to the evalua-tion of computer systems is the 
.. 
·analytic approach. An analytic model· i~ -~ mathematical representation 
of a co~put-ing system _[30]. A nmnber of such models have been de-
. ,1 
. 
veloped and many_have proven to be satisfactory; Sherr· [44] was able to 
construct a simp~e analytic model of the project MAC system at MIT, and 
Smith I 4 6], was able to cons true t a mod~l. refle~ ting a paged time-
sharing sys-tem. 
An advantage of analytic.models is that, unlike the direct 
measurement technique, they can be used to predict th~ behavior of the 
system.under different conditions. They can be used to investigate 
, 
the effect of different sys.tern configurations and algorithm modifications 
J! 
on. the performance of the systema 
Analytic models do have some serious_ problemso .The major dis-
, . 
' 
advantage of analytic·models is that they are difficult to deveiopo A 
multiprogramming computer system s.uch as the CDC 6400 exhibits a high 
. ,:, .. 
-
·s 
· .. 
.. 
,, 
-- ----
- •........ - .. _ .. 
degree of. randomness because of the inter.~,c.tion between the hardware, 
software, and user programso Such a compl~x system cannot be repre-
sented very easily with a series of equations. The simplifying assump-
,-
tions often necessary to develop analytic models t~nd, in many 
instances, to reduce the validity of the model. 
Another disadvantage of analytic models is that they usually do 
. not have enough flexibility to permit the investigation without sub-
., I 
...-- •. • 
i,.. 
stantial additional effort, in the effect of modifications- in the· system 
:. 
configuration·, software,parameters, and scheduling· algorithms~ 
.;:, 
. 
Analytic models take a lot- of time to develop and revise. 
:" -- - ,. - ·- .- ·- . 
. ·-- ---~- -·' .... - . ·--··- - ' . 
1.2·.3 Simulation 
-~- The third approach, simulation, is the most potent tool for the 
evaluation of complex computer systems. Simulation-is defined by Maisel 
_ a~d qnugnoli (34) as "a numerical technique for conducting 'experiments 
on a digital computer; this technique involves certain types of 
mathematical and logical models that describe. the '.behavior of business, 
economic, social, biological, .physical, or chemical systems (or some 
component thereof) over periods of time." 
(;------..._____ 
Simulation offers several advantages over the analytic modeling , 
\ 
and_monitoring approacheso Simulation permits the study of a real 
system without actual·modification of the system in any way. Monitoring 
would require changes to the system, thereby interfering.with normal 
· operation~s., Substantial costs may als·o be incurred if new hardware or 
software components have to be pu.rchasedc- or developed to monitor the 
systemo • 
6 
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Realistic simulation models of .complex· systems can be developed 
. \ 
with a reasonable investment of time and moneyo Analytic models may 
require simplifying assumptions which render the model invalid. 
An important advantage of simulation is flexibility. Simulation is 
. ',:. 
th·e most flexible of the three performance evaluation techniques • 
Simulation models can ·be built to study almost any· computer system .•. Once 
· the simulation model has been developed, the effect of any number of 
' 
modi£ ications in system config1:1ration, priority assignment rules_, ··_ .. 
P'--
n • 
0 
scheduling rules, and dispatcning rules can be investigated with a 
· minimum of additi·onal effort. Another advantage of simulation is tha·t 
·1t provides operational insight into the system being modeled .. · This 
makes simulation a very rewarding educational experience .. 
. 
The greatest limitation of simulation is its high cost. The . 
. • ~ 
··development of a simulation model requires extensive st·udies of the. 
system being modeled, additional time for the development of the model, 
and considerable time for execution on a large and expensive computer.· 
. -
This thesis describes the.development of a .simulation model of the 
' . 
' . 
.., - ·. 
· · C.DC 6400 ·computing system under SCOPE 3.3 and -'INTERCOM 3.0. The 
primary objective of this project was to develop a valid simulation 
·._ mod~l of the CDC 6400 computer system which can ·be used to predict 
' , 
the performance of the system under typical loading conditionso 
. 
0 . . 
-- . .. . ___ .,.:' --- -- --~----1 --
- I . 
.. . Another objective was to study h~w changes in workload, modifications in · ,~/ / 
I 
0 
/_ • 
. _;-_ .-.... ';,. ·..: :.:..:: -,-:;;_,"',..•_- _-,,. ______ ~--_..: . ... -
schedt1:ling and dispatching' rules' and changes in system configuration,.// 
such as different control point. assigRments, affec-t the performance of 
the system.. These objec·tives are discussed in· more detail in se7tion 1.40 
/' I;:. 
') 
" . . 
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The CDC 6400 comp,uter system is a fast multiprogrammed multiple-
computer system, which has eleven independent computers consisting of 
one large central processor and ten smaller peripheral and control 
processors. The SCOPE (Supervisory Control of Program Execution) 
operating syst.em, version 3.3, is a group of programs that control 
the operation o~ the computer·system. Katzan (28) defines an operat-
ing system as "an ~ntegrated set of control programs and processing 
' Iii 
programs designed to maximize the use of the system's resources and 
···to reduce the complexity involved in preparing a program for execution 
on a computer". 
-, 
, .. 
. ,. ' ...... 
~ ' \' . 
~- < • • 
. ' 
. . ' 
1. 3 P-REVIOUS -WORK ,· ,. . ~-,- .., ._ . . ·-- .•,. -
' 
· Simulation models· of a number ·of computer systems have been 
.- developed. While the number of simulation projects reported in 
the literature is· .large, very few are relevant to the simulation of 
CDC 60.00 series computing systems. This section discusses some of 
' . 
the most .important projects that have dealt generally with the 
/ 
,/.,/ 
simulation of· multiprogramming a.nd time-sharing systems. · Articl·es 
' 
' ' . .. 
-. dealing with CDC- 6000 series cou1puter systems are of special interest. 
,center by Hutchinson [26]. In this project, Hutchinson was interested 
' ' -in the total-operation of the computer center, including manpower 
' 
as.signm·ent·,-and co.s·t·--·dis,tribt;,1tion; the· computer was just one element of 
the total system •.. 
J 1' 
. ) 
,i ' 
Another important project was tlie study of the Compatible Time · 
·-.., 
Sharing System (CTSS) performed by Sherr [44] at MIT. This study used 
.--r--.., 
8 
,, 
"' --·-- ----- ---- --- . ---- ----- ---- - - --------~~~~---
· ... 
~. ·: t, 
'' 
• . 
• 
' 
-· ~ 
... l , 
,i. 
. . 
' . 
• 
. . 
' . . ,, '. 
• 
a software probe added. to the operating system to gather data about 
user interactions with the system and system responses to user actions. 
Sherr developed a simulation model of the· system and used the gathered 
data for input to the model and-as a means of validating the results 
of the simulation. He studied the performance of the system with ~ 
•''>- -,·;. - .......... _\. .......... , •• d: ...... ~i·'i~···· .. :·-····"' ., .... ' .. . 
' ' ' ' 
'. ~. - . ~ 
• ! . ; 
different scheduling algorithms. One· item of particular in~erest was 
the "transaction" approach described by Sherr for the representa.t:ion 
. 
~ 
· of interactive user .jobs. ~- Thi_s approach, which ·was used in. the modeling 
-:-.:.---~------·-.--:-~---_.;-~-.:-~---·-of -t~e- time-sharing· part of this project, is defined artd described 
.. •-JI·" 
·-~ ' 
. s .. } .. 
'· ·.-,· 
' . 
. -
. :-~ . . . . ' . ' 
.. \ .. 
'. 
.. 
' •." 
in Chapter·3. 
·. Noetzel [38] described a tool he.used to measure and evaluate· a· 
computer system while it was in operation. He called this tool the 
· . ·''Meta-System". The Meta-System col!lbined on-line measurement with 
· simulation. . Signifi~ant events in the opera~ion of the system were 
. , 
monito:r;ed by software probes and the data collected was fed as input:·· . ··. 
r·. . .• . .. 
to the simulation model . Potential modificatioris to the system were 
eval~ated .using the" simulation model, and the actual system was adjusted· 
. . 
·· .. ac-cordingly:. · Only the trial runs of this sys tern were reported: 
. . . 
. ~ ' 
. . 
· N6.fland_· and· B·ulgr_en (39) 4escribed a simulation model of GECOS III, 
. .-_ the· General Comprehensive pperat·ing System for the Honeywell H-600 
. . . 
• 
... 
• • - 4 
.. _:. ·. li_~e ·of· computers.. The G.ECOS III operating system contains a data-· -·~·-··- -=··.·-, .. i,']-7·-:0:-:.. ... ;.. .• 
,. 
. . . -t . 
. --,-f---~-~-------- -··. -~-. ----- ---
:; . ~ 
I•\. ' . 
. .. 
gathering .facility that automatically .supplies important statistics. 
-The-data supplied by the operating system was used to drive and validate 
-· .' •'.' 
_"..;,. ..... the model. The approach taken by Norland is very similar to the 
,I. 
:<'] . 
~pproach used. in the· mod~ling of. the batc\~sy~tem in this report. 
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Statistical distributions of job characteristics were used to drive 
the model. 
Cheng · (8] , reported on the development of a trace-driven model 
. 
· of the IB:t-1/360 computer at IBM. This was a landmark article which· 
.introduced the technique of trace-driven modeling. In the trace 
driven approach, data traced on a real tur1ning system is used to run . 
the model. The workload and the activities of system components in 
response to the workload are supplied as input to the model in the· 
. . 
form of trace data. The trace data is ·obtained dynamically by 
monitoring significant events while the operat.ing system and the· 
workload· interact [8]. Shi.veley [45] used this app~oach in h'is 
'I 
• 
• 
. ·\ . ' .. 
. ---:-' . 
- .. -- ·-------· --·- ------------- , ... __ ' ··----- '-------·------. 
. . ' - . 
dissertation. 
Projects· using CDC. 6000 series computers 'have appeared in the · · 
literature lately. · MacDougal of Control Data Corporation has written .1. 
a number of papers on the simulation of operating . systems· [32, 33]. 
, · . One of his earlier papei;s [32] dealL.with the simulation of an ECS -
based operating system. In it, he described· the design of a simulator 
··. fot ··a proposed Extended Coi;e_ Operating System. (ECOS) for t;:he. CDC 6400 
_an~ 6600 systenjs.·_. Another paper [32] described j:he construction of a 
· basic s.imulation model for a disk-based multi programming computer system •. 
. ••· I'. __ ,. • - - •. , \ ..,. • ·, - • + ·• ·Considerable effort has been expended at the University- of 
. , 
'1 
' :, . : ,' . 
. · .,,, 
f · Washington· on the simulation of their CDC 6400 computer system. A 
group there has developed a package called SIM 6000, which can be 
used to simulate the CDC 6400 under SCOPE 3.2·oper·ating-syst·em 
[40,37 j25] o One maj_or deficiency in their model was that it ignored the 
time-s~aring part of the sys.tern o 
10' 
~-. 
• 
. i 
' I I. 
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• 
\ 
.. '~ ' ... , '' 
The University of Texas has done extensive simulation studies on 
·. ~the CDC 6600 [42, 43, 4) 0 Sherman [43] described a t1.ace-driven 
.modeling analysis of CPU scheduling in the UT-1 operating system. The 
UT-1 and UT-2 operating systems are software packages which were 
'-. 
' 0 
. i 
. ., 
•. :F 
- , - . -- . -
- ---·---... - -· ---
-
. ·-····------ '~----·· ----~---
.. 
written at the. Univers.ity o.f Texas •. They both have software probes 
which automatically collect operational data. After testing several 
. . .. 
. scheduling rules o~ the model, Sherman concluded that a successful 
CPU scheduling method must be pre-emptive and must prevent a given 
job from holding the CPU for too long a~period. Another recent paper 
·from the University of Texas written by Browne and Lan [4] dealt with 
~' u • 
· the interaction of multiprogramming job scheduling and CPU scheduling on 
the CDC 660Q. Browne and Lan experimented with several scheduling 
strategies, including -first-come-first-served, shortest-processor-time-
.first, smallest-cost-first, and smallest-men;iory-requirement-first • 
• 
l<l\ 
They evaluated both pre-emptive and non-pre-emptive CPU scheduling 
\ . 
(or dispatching) strategies •. They concluded that pre-emption is a key 
. 
. 
.· 
element for high throughput. They also concluded that the best 
scheduling strategy depends on the specified measure of effectiveness. 
-If it is .desirable to maximize I/fJ utilization', smallest-cost 
(cost=core size+ processor service time) or shortest-processor-time is 
the most desirable strategy. If the primary objective is to maximize 
· · · ·· ~--"' __ _. ___ _.:______ CPU utilization, shortest burst time (SBT) is the best CPU scheduling 
· · . · .. • · strategy. - .· \ 
.. ····- ~ ..... __ ..._ _____ ~ ...... _. .. ,...-~.~ .... ~
--·-· __ ,_, , 
.-r 
The two·· basic types of simulators are trace-driven simulators and 
statistically-driven simulatorso The difference lies in the way input data ·, 
is supplied to the simulator·;, A trace driven simu·lator uses raw data 
11 
. ' 
. . 
; . I 
•• 
monitored .during the normal operation of the system to drive the 
model. 'A statistically-driven simulator generates job parameters and, 
system service parameters from statistical distributors and uses 
the generated data to drive the model. The simulation model discussed 
, 
in this thesis is of the latter type • 
" 
The current project parallels that of the University of 
' 
Washington - Seattle, Washington [25,37 ,40]. The· difference is that 
the simulator described by this thesis models both the batch and 
·time-sharing aspects of the computer system. It also models the 
dynamic allocation of memory during program execution. The University 
of·washington proj~ct dealt with SCOPE 3.2; this project examines 
operations under SCOPE 3 .. 3. 
-~-,-···---·--·---·--- ·- -·- --- -~, ~,~-- -·-, - ,.- -
·•-
' . " 
1.4 OBJECTIVES AND SCOPE OF THIS PROJECT . ' 
. 
' 
The main objective of this project was to develop a valid · 
simulation model of the CDC 6400 computer system under SCOPE. 3. 3/INTERCOM 
3.0 oper·ating system which can be used to predict the performance 
of the system under dynamic and different loading conditions. Another. 
-objective was to determin.e how changes in the workload, modifications 
·in scheduling and dispatching .rules, and changE=:s in system configura-
tion, such as different control point assignments, affect the perfor- , 
mance of the system. 
The performance measures selected for this evaluation study were: 
job turnaround time, int-eracti·ve job response time, job throughput and 
equipment utilization. Turnaround time is the total time a user job 
spends in the systemo It is the time lag between the submission of 
12 
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' ' 
• 
the card input deck and the receipt of output in 'the form of a punched 
output deck and/or a printout. The response time is the time 
between the initiation of a request (issue of a command) at a remote 
console and the beginning of the reply from the systemo Response 
time is a function of the number of users of the system, the nature of 
their requirements, the nature of the specific request, and the design 
J 
of the system. Throu\hput is the number of jobs completed by the 
system in a specified interval of time. 
Response time, throughput, and turnaround are all meaningless 
figurea unless they are backed up with information about the circum-
stances under which they were collected. Average, maximum.and 
minimum figures for these measures of effectiveness (MOE'S) are based 
on statistics collected over a peri:od of time and are more meaningful 
than isolated individual MOE'S. In this project, the average, 
maximum and minimum figures for the MOE'S were used to evaluate the 
I 
system. No attempt was made to predict how long a specific job 
spent in the system since it would have been almost impossible to 
specify all its interactions with other jobs in such a dynamic 
system. 
if Utilization of a syst.em ,component· is the percentage (or fraction) 
of time when ~he component was busyo It is the sum of all busy 
time intervals divided by the total time when the component could 
have b·een working. In this project, utilization statistics were 
collected for the c~rd reader, the.central memory (occupancy), the 
central processor, the disks, the line printers, the card punches, 
and the seven control pointso 
13 
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The.effects of changes in the scheduling and dispatching 
strategies on each of the MOE' s were investigatedo ··-Scheduling can be 
found in the literature to refer to the selection of a user .. Job· in 
the input queue for central memory ·assignment, the selection of a . 
) 
job in the central memory for execution by the central processor, and 
. 
~/ 
' 
. 
. 
.the selection of an input/output request for input/output processing. 
Iri this report, schedultng is used to refer only to the sel~ct~on of 
a. job in the.·input queue immediately prior to central memory 
. assignment. · Di!spatching is used to ref er to the selection of a job 
... : within .. the central memory for execution by the central processor • 
T~e di.fferent · kinds of scheduling and dispatching· algorithms are 
•' 
. limited only by one's imagina~ion. For th!s study, the following 
. 
· strategies were considered: priority, round-rob bin, pre-emptive dis-· · 
patching, non-pre-emptive dispatching, smallest-memory- requirement-
first (SMF), largest-memory-requirement-first (LMF), and shortest-
...... ~ . . . -
·-processor-time-fiist (STF). In prio!ity scheduling or dispatching, . 
. . 
the job with the highest priority gets the central memory space or 
"':> 
. the CPU. Pre-emptive means that. when a higher priority job requests 
~h~use of a facility which is currently being used by a lower priority 
job, the lower priority job loses the facility to the higher priority 
job. Ro~nd robbin is the scheduling or dispatching strategy where the 
first job that r~quests a facility gets it when the facility becomes 
' 
available; the -current user goes to the end of the queue if he requests 
the use of the facility againo The other strategies are self-explanatory o 
Simulation was selected· for this evaluation study because of the 
flexibility inherent in the techniqueo 
. . 
"' 
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This chapter has outlined -·the three -app.roaches. to the evaluation 
.. , 
of computer systemse The objectives of this simult.::ion project and the 
princ:i.pal measures of effectiveness were also discussed. Chapter 2 
describes the computer system being modeled; it is ·.organized into 
three parts. The first part which is introduction discus.ses the CDC 6000 
series computer systems and gives a brief historical back._ground on the 
• I 
. 
deve1opment of the SCOPE 3. 3 opera~ing system • 
. , 
C~apter 3 describes the simulation· model.· .The features of the model, 
.. 
. . 
-e; 
· the 1evel of detail, the constra,ints on the investigation, and the 
· .design· ·of the _simulation model are discu·ssed. Chapter 4· discusses the. 
' ' . ~ ' . 
·- : • •"'\ • I , 
.,, . validation of the model and the resul.ts of the experiments conducted 
usin·g the model. Finally, Chapter 5 concludes this thesis with a 
-
sunmary bf the import~nt issues in the development of the simulation 
.· 
mode1- and .pr~sents suggesti_ons for further studies. 
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CHAPTER 2 
THE CDC 6400 COMP_UTING SYSTEM 
2.1 INTRODUCTION 
2.1.1 CDC 6000 Series Computers 
'. 
,.. . 
•• 
,. . ... 
• I 
.(' .~,·-. 
The CONTROL DATA 6000 series compu·ter systems are highly modular, 
-large-scale, solid-state, general-purpose digital computer systems. 
Thi~ ~eries consists of the 6200, 6400, 6500, 6600, and 6700. Each 
of these computer systems consists·of a "main frame" and a number 
. 
. 
of peripheral equipment. A complete system requires input and output 
peripheral e·quipment .. such ·as card readers, magnetic tape units, disk 
• • • • ,I 
storage units_, printer units and an operator console. The "main frame" 
contains the central memory (CM), one or two central processors 
(CPU's), ted, peripheral and control processors (PP's) and twelve 
. 
\ 
\ 
I 
data cha·nnels\. One option is extended core storage (ECS):; it can be 
• I 
\ 
\ 
\ 
included in some of the systems (6400, 6500, 6600, 6700) to augment 
rapid access memory. The 6500 ,and 6700 each have two cent·ral proces-
sing units; all the others have one. 
·~ 
There: are two types of central processing units used in the 6000 
series_co~puters: the unified arithmetic central processor and the 
functional central processor. These are terms used by CDC to desc.ribe 
the two CPUws, The unified CPU is used in the 6200, 6400, and the 
65000 The· 6500 has two of these unified CPU'so The unified arithmetic 
~-' 
,,.· 
-\~. / t:1 
central processor executes instructions in· a serial order., The· functional 
) 
central proces~or has ten functional arithmetic and logical units which 
. . 
'· 
can operate concurren~ly on unrel.ated instructions~ This functional 
' . 
CPU is used in the 6600 and ·,the 67000 The 6700 contains one unified CPU 
II 
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" 
and one functional CPU •. 
The only difference between the CDC 6600 and the CDC 6400 is 
that the CDC 6600 has the faster functional central pro.cessor ,-,bile 
the CDC 6400 has the unified ce~tral processor. 
. ~. -•'-"'· - ~ 
-- .. ---·-···-· - . - ~-- --- , .......... -,,.____.· .. · .·----,-·····-·~·-·-.------- .. ,.--~--·------···'·~··•-· ... --··----~- -~-- ... . 
· ·2.1.2 Historical Background 
t 
The CDC 6600 computer was primarily conceived and developed by 
0 
one individual, Seymour Gray. He worked with a group of hardware 
engineers on his farm at Chippewa·Falls, Minnesota, to develop and ·· 
fabricate the first few units of the CDC 6600. 
The· first· 6600 was completed and delivered 'tvithout software to the 
Livermore Atomic Energy· Laboratory in Livermore, California, in 1964; 
it marked the· beginning of a new generation of computing systems. This 
computer consisted of one central processor and ten peripheral and 
' 
control processors. Control Data. at this time, decided to include the 
--
6600 in its standard product line. A special software group was 
_organized to develop a sophisticated operating system to market with the 
sophisti~ated hardware of the 6600. Unfortunately, the unit of the 
6600 which this group had to work with turned out to be more unreliable 
than any other built before or since. Its reliability drastically cur-
tailed the effectiveness· ·of this software groupo 
In the meantime, the hardware group at Chippewa Falls realized that 
they needed a simple- operating system in order to conduct extensive tests 
on the hardwareo They rapidly developed a system, the Chippewa Operating 
'.. 
• 
.. 
System. , 
The delivery of the 6600 in the general market did not really begin 
17 
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.. 
·until 1965. 
,), 
' I ' ..... 
The early users of the 6600 had to either develop \ : ... 
their own software or use the,. Chippewa system which was ·s.t.ill not 
.. completely debugged. The official CDC 6600 operating system, 
SI.PROS (Simultaneous Processing O.perating System) was still under 
development. At the first users' meeting in August 19~5, CDC an-
' 
nounced it's decision to fully back the .Chippewa Operating· System· .................................. : ........ :·: .. ··:%,7····,,,. ....... , .. ~ ........ . 
because of the extensive initial use. Then, rather than supporting 
a single software effort, Control Data attempted to split ·its meager 
resources. 
.f 
The performance of SIPROS was never adequate. After a few 
. 
-
frustrating years CDC decided to terminate all support of SIPROS and 
concentrate. on the Chippewa System. 
1 The Chippewa System eventually 
evolved into the curren.t operating systems, SCOPE • 
,2.2 HARDWARE ORGANIZATION ·--. --~·--·--··-···-·····-~ .. ···'•-·-·--· 
2.2.1. Overview 
The Control Data 6400 is a.multiprogrammed file-oriented system. 
It consists of eleven independent computers, one large central 
processor and ten small peripheral processors. The large central 
processor is the main computing. element and is similar to a typical 
central processing unit of. a general purpose, computer o All the eleven 
,. 
computers have access to the central memory. ·The central processor has 
no connection with the ten peripheral processors exce~t through the 
·' 
central memoryo The ,perip~eral processors ~an'
1 coinmunicate with the 
.~ . 
external peripheral equipment and with each other via· .t~e twelve 
independent bi-directional data channelso Figure 2 o l :is-a general block 
'---, 
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diagram ·of the CDC 6400 computer system. 1 '·· · 
A large variety of pe_ripheral de_vices is available with the 6400 
. 
computera ··· The peripheral devices. attached to the 6400 at·Lehigh Uni-
. versity include: 
' 
1) two dists./storage units, the CDC 808 and s11 units,· 
,, 
. . 
. .:··· 
, ..... '~ 
f, /-.,. I I 
2) four magnet~ic tape uni ts, 
3) telephone data set controllers, ,.. Cl 
I _' : . 
4) one ~Jrd reader, 
• 
- .. 
5) two·· 1ine printers, 
6) one card punch, . ',' 
7) two CALCOMP plotters, 
' .. ' 
• ···"· .,..:~ .......... .--,-4 ·-- .... ·--··· ---~·---.'.,-~--···----------·-~--' 
8) one paper tape reader, and 
9) one paper tape punch. 
There is a VARIAN minicomputer '(VARIAN 620/E). which handles all communi-
cation between the system and all remote terminals •. The paper tape 
f..~ 
reader, the paper tape punch, and the two CALCOMP plotters are also 
connected to the VARIAN. 
The central processor, the central memory and the peripheral 
processors are discussed in the next sections in more detail. 
2.2.2 Central Processor 
The CDC 6400 computer system has the basic·unified aritlnnetic cen-
tral processore In the unified arithmetic -central proc.essQr, instructions 
are executed seriallyj with no concurrencyo The central processor is a 
veryl"ihigh-speed arithmetic. processor, which consists of an arithmetic 
unit and a control unito The arithmetic unit contains all the logic 
20 
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• 
necessary to execute arithmetic,, manipulative and logical operations. 
The control unit directs the arithmetic operations ~nd provides· inter-
face between the arithmetic unit and the central memoryo It also 
performs instruction retrieving, address preparation, memory pro-
tection, and data retrieval and storage. 
The central processor does not perform any I/0 operations. All 
) 
I/0 ~perations and system control tasks are handled by the peripheral 
. ,- ' 
processors. The central processor has noiconnection to the peripheral 
processors except through the central memory under the cognizance of 
· two instructions, the exchange jump instruction and the central pro-
gram address instruction. The central program address instruction 
monitors the address of the program currently using the central 
processor. The exchange jump instruction, which may be issued by a.· 
peripheral processor, initiates the program execution in the central 
processor or interrupts a current program and starts execution of a 
new program. In either case, the central processor is directed to a 
.' 
• 
central memory file of 16 words which stores information about the 
·new program to be executed. The 16-word file is called the exchange. 
jtµnp package .. 
The exchange jump feature allows the transfer of control among 
programs and the operating system; this is the essence of multi-
programming. Before a jump to a different program occurs 1 the con-
tents of all the 24 registers in the central processor are loaded 
into an area of central memory. 
hardware implemented. 
• 
The exchange jump instruction is 
• 
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2.2.l 
Th~ 'C: ~ 1 :.l: ncni,)f'f of tho enc 6lt00 system at·'Lehigh University has 
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In a manner similar to the way the stunt box handles the address, 
. the data distributor handles the actual transfer of the content of the 
word associated with the address. Data words and addresses are corre-
lat·ed by control information (tags) entered in the stunt box with the 
,,_ 
address. The tags define the address sender and the origin/destination 
of the data, and determine whether the address is a Read, Write or 
Exchange Jump address •. 
The data distributor has. a series of buffer registers which pro-
vide temporary storage for words when a conflict occurs. Each group 
~. .\. 
of four banks communicates with the distributor on separate 60-bit 
~. read and write paths, but only one word. is transferred at a time. 
Words are transferred every minor cycle or 100 nanoseconds. Figure 2. 3 
is a simplified block diagram of the data distributor • 
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All .. central processor references to' ·1:·he central memory are made 
· relative to a Reference Address (RA) • The reference address defines te 
the lower fimit of a program in c~entral memoryo The capability to 
change the reference address permits easy relocation of programs in 
centr~l memory. This hardware feature aids the -software in program 
-, loading and dynamic relocation • 
2~ 2~4 _ Peripheral ·and Control f_rocessors· 
. -, -
... 
- . . 
The ten peripheral and control processors (PP' s) are identical 
• - • . ,J 
____ -------·- __ .·--~-_independent stored-program computers. A- peripheral processor consists 
-· 
_i of a control unit and a memory··of 4096 12-bit words. The ten PP' s 
share a fast arithmetic unit on a time-division multiplex scheme. 
. The ten PP' s can co unicate with external equipment (disks, 
- · card readers, printers) via the 12 independent bi-directional I/0 
' -·-- . 
channels. Only. one piece of equipment can be attached to a channel 
· - --·----------- --- ·at any time, but all 12 channels can be activated simultaneously. A 
,, 
peripheral processor may communicate with· another peripheral ,processor 
over a channel which is selected as output by· one and input !>Y the 
other. 
Dafa is transferred into or out of the system in 12-bit words; 
, 
... each channel. has a single register which holds the data word being 
'_. 
transferred. Each channel operates at a maximum of one word every 
n - . 
·100 nanoseconds o Data, b~.tn.g ___ t:_ransferred betwe~~ .. J:_h_e central memory 
and an · external device has to pass t_hrough the memory of a periphera1 
processo.r and the register of a data channel e 
"t 
.. 
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Data flows between the centr,al memory and· the memory of a PP in 
. ' ... I ,.. 
blocks of words. When data is being transferred between the memory of 
a peripheral processor and central memory, five consecutive PP words 
· are assembled to make one· 60-bit CM word. Similarly, when data is 
.. being tr.ansf erred from central memory to a peripheral processor 5) each 
' ., 
central memory word has to· be broken down into f·ive 12-bit words •. 
. One of the peripheral processors. (PPO) monitors and controls th.e 
-. 
operation of the central processor and the other peripheral processors. 
. , 
The executive monitor program (MTR). resides permanently in PPO and 
controls the op~ration of the whole system. The system display pro-
. 
gram (DSD) which handles connnunication between the operator and the 
operating system resides permanently in PPl·. Another periphera1 
/. 
processor is assigned to the VARIAN front-end minicomput~r which handles 
all communication between the system and all remote terminals. The 
! .f~ • C, .i· 
remaining seven ·PP' s form a pool of processors from which the monitor 
. may assign tas_ks as required.· ... 
,, 
·- --;,--· 
.J ' • • }~ -~· 
-----
- .,· -
·. ·2.3 SCOPE 3.3 OPERATING. SYSTEM' 
' ' . ~ 
-·--·-------- ---'-..-... 
tf 
2. 3. l· Iritroduc tion 
· . SCOPE (Supervisory Control of Program Execution) is a group of 
.. ' 
,., .. ··/ 
... 
programs and subprograms that monitor and control input, compilation, 
assembly~ loading, _exectitton and output of all programs submitted to 
the comput·er, and allocate resour.ces to these programs~ 
The system resources that have to be shared among jobs are the 
central memory, the central processor, the peripheral processors, data 
channels, disk controllers 9 line printers, punches, plotters and paper 
25 
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tape readers/writers. 
I I ' • 
The central memory is shared between system 
routines, ·system couununication areas, and user jobs. The amount of 
space available to user jobs is finite, and even though up to seven 
· user jobs may be multiprogrannned, i .. e., up to seven jobs may r~eside in 
core simultaµeously, the sum of their core sto~age (CM) may not exceed 
the maximum amount Qf CM space allowed for- user jobs. The maximum 
space allowed its user jobs at Lehigh is 140,000 (o.ctal, base 8) 
words,!t The central processor can be· used by only ·one job at a time; 
therefore, the jobs in central .memory have to wait their turn for the 
CPU. 
-
· The central memory and the central processor are the two main 
-resources that have to be shared by jobs. Queues of jobs waiting to 
be .assigned to these facilities are maintained by the system. Also, 
a queue is maintained for each of the peripheral devices such as the 
.. 
__________________ -~--~--d.isk, printers, p~nch, and ___ s_o __ on. __ ~:-~._ 
. ' (' . 
r:, 
Programs written for execution in the peripheral proc~ssors 
: (PP programs) perform all, the' functions of ,the operating system. SCOPE 
consists of a monitor routine (MTR) which monitors and directs the whole 
operation of the computer sys~em and resides permanently in a PP (PPO); 
a system display program (DSD) which resides in PPl and handles all 
,/ 
co~unication between the operator and the computer systemo There are 
a number of PP programs which reside in core or on disk and are called 
by the monitor (MTR) to perform specific taskso 
A product set that comes with SCOPE 3o3 is INTERCOM (version 3oO)o 
·o 
INTERCOM is a system of programs which allows for the submission of jobs 
• 
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to the CDC 6400 computer from' remote terminals on a time-shared basis 
with other remote jobs?and locally submitted jobs. -Jobs are submitt:ed 
on one of two_ bases: either as co~plete jobs punched on cards and sub-
mitted through the card reader of a 200 User Terminal, or as inter-
active conversational jobs submitted via teletypes (TTY) and cathode-
ray-tube (CRT) terminals • . ·: ·, ., 
I, 
Conununica,tions between the remote terminals and the central com-
puter are handled by data sets- (TUCK, BELL, MILGO) , a VARIAN 620/F 
minicomputer, a dedicated CDC 6400 I/0 channel and a dedicated pe-
ripheral process~r. The peripheral processor and the I/0 channel 
' -
.assigned to INTERCOM cannot be used for any other purposes during the,,, __ . 
entire time tbat INTERCOM is running. All other hardware requirements, 
. 
except the central memory, are on a temporary, or transient basis.-
. I,NTERCOM uses poo,l PP' s for ·running ·various PP pr9grams. External 
--
storage devices -(disks) are required for. storage of INTERCOM system 
programs and authorization information, as well. as for th~. fi1es 
generated by the users of INTERCOM. 
' 
___, 
j ' ' . 
: . 
· 2.3.2- SCOPE Monitor (MTR) 
The SCOPE system functions u~der the 'direction of the sys tern 
t' ,' 
monitor {MTR) which is loaded into PPO at deadstart and remains there 
for the duration o,f system execution. Primarily,· MTR controls· and -
coordinates system activities to avoid conflicts between various 
\ 
system processors o The tasks perf armed by MTR include the control of 
~ 
the execution of CPU programs,. the assignment of tasks to .poo1 pe-
riphera~ processors, the· allocation of· central memory, the reservation 
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and ·assignment o:f data channels and.· peripheral devices, the periodic re-
.... 
,·:'.·.·· ~ · evaluation of control point priorities, and the maintenance of accounting -
and the system clock. (See Figure 2.4) 
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The monitor routine goes through its loop ~:7ery 4 milliseconds. 
During each loop, MTR scans a set of central memory locations that are 
set by other peripheral processors when they _require monitor actiono 
( . .\ ... 
When MTR finds any request or a messag~ 1 it jumps to an internal sub-
routine to process the requesto The monitor then scans the connnuni-
cation areas of all control points for· any requestso Running jobs 
I• 
may reqµest PP 0 s on I/0 devices,, MTR assigns and releases all pe-
ripheral processors and all I/0 equipment required by running jobs. 
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_ The monitor (MTR) is in control of the system at all times. All 
the other tasks of the operating system are performed by peripheral 
processor (PP) routines. The PP routines reside in core or.on disk. 
d 
and ar~ called by the monitor when needed. If one of these routines 
is needed, MTR puts the name of the routine in the communication are~ 
of a PP. The PP pic·ks up the name, locates it in core or on disk, 
loads a copy of :Lt into its memory and transfers control to it. After 
- . 
, th~ PP completes·· its task, it signals ~R via the communication area, 
and waits for the next MTR order. ··· 
.. .:,.- " .. 
The SCOPE monitor system wo'rks in the "mailbox" fashion. All 
. . 
communication between the monitor (MTR) and the devices and other· 
· operatio~s it controls have -to go through the connnunication area in 
central memory. There are nci interrupts .• 
___ . -··.···· - .......... --.·-'·· ',-~ .. , · .. ' 
2.3.3 Central Memory Residence·· 
\ 
- Portions of the operating system reside, in central memory through-
out the operation of ~he system. The portions of the operating system 
.which reside in central memory are the central memory resident (CMR), 
• 
.... -- ·--- : ... .:... ---_ .. _______ - ___ .;.._ -· -
the library.directory, the central memory library of commonly used PP 
.: . -. ,, ·\; 
programs, the INTERCOM buffer area, and the record block table (RBT). ';.r .. 
'' 
--- -- ········-··----------------~--~---- ...... -
Figure 2.5 illustrates th~ allocation of central memory to portions of -
'-'. w,,i 
.. 
. ' 
the operating system and .. to ·-·the·user pro·grams~·· ·---- - · ~ ·-- ·--·---------~··------------- ,.. __ - , ________ .. __ - - --
,-
""·,~ .... .. . . . . 
\ 
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The u,~~nt rn.1 memory resident" contatP.$ pointers, tables, PP connnuni-
-
Cl.,., .. ,,.,-.,· . : • ' ijt: : S , •• :, • ' L \ < ~ 
.. :. l r IH' central processor resident area" The INTERCOM 
~
. f#_ .. 
'·. ,. ~ -... 
. . .. -- ~ (l r ('",1 ; ,;1:·: t ~-l In:; poi11ters, message buffers for ope-r-ator communi-
c•t ton. urttr t :ibleR for keeping trae:k of connected terminals, 
IM;f fcr• tc~r (l:tt n being transmitted to/from terminals. 
·•· ,--.- ""- ... _ .. • 'I ( .... - 1 b'-' u~.ar programs p ~ ·-i j ~' * ,flt -Ill .,. T If. '\,) . lr  • The user program area. is partitioned 
. .... . ; 
off lnto 1cvttn variable-sized partitions ·called control points. An 
active proRrae\ h.ns to reside at,6ne of these seven con~rol points • 
• 
Cont 1· r1 1 be assigned to specific classes of jpbs. Any of 
. . #,A_n"' ...... __ , 
,r.,v . .,._ ., , • ;;•!::rr; '.''.ilV be assigned to INTERCOM jobs by the_9perator. A 
•· 
routtn,01 or interactive user jobs. · Another control point may be· 
u•linr<! Aft a buffer area for the storage of system routines and over-
.1 ....... ~.,,,), M ·1 ~ ,# · .. s,· - 'ij-
. - ,l 
The remaining control· points are used by batch 
Tvo other areas of central memory. may to as 
polatl. An II rea just below control point . one is ref erred to 
IW\ t r·i, ,. ... _,. ,.,. ·,, r""" . • j. ... ' ., t. • Control point zero i~·us,;ed to identify all hardware ·and . . 
1,0 tr "j,i"., ,: ,· : ," · ·: r : · v.': \ .. 1hich are nd.t presently allocated to user jobs or · 
th ~-· ~· : : .. t t .i r c ust·d only by SCOPE" The other system pseudo-control 
po lnt. contrt;l po Jn t 8, is used by SCOfE 
allocation and 
•-;1·. ,._ 1 ' ' 
, ·. . ., " ,- · : · ·· l l l '· Il 1 " ( •. . J ·• ~ - of a job for 
lflittlt::,'·c::t ()r tht· central processor job are based on· 
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priorities of all jobs waiting for the availability of the facility. The 
priority number of a job in the SCOPE system is stored in twelve-bits; 
this indicates the relative importance of the job. This number can 
range from O to 7777 octal. For convenience, we shall assume that a 
priority number consists of four oct~l digits. The high order digit is 
called the priority level and the three low order digits are called the 
priority ~ublevel. · The number of priority levels is an installation 
· param.eter (IP .MPR) which is equal to 8, at the Lehigh ins talla t:ion.. -----------0 
._.,,. ~ . . There are two types of priorities in the SCOPE system, fixed and non-
0 C ' : 
,, ' .. ~ 
' . i' 
fixed priorities. Fixed priorities remain constant throughout the 
life of a job in the system, unless changed by operator intervention. ·• 
Non-fixed priorities are subject to periodic recalculation upward· 
or.downward depending on a job's ·activity within the system and on its 
·. , ·elapsed time in the input and output queues. During pri.ority recalcu-
lation, only the sublevel (last three digits) is recomputed o The level 
(first digit) remains constant.· Thus, a priority of 2000 octal can 
never exceed 2777 octal, no matter how long the job stays in the system. 
All fixed priori ties are higher than any non-fixed priority o The 
installation parameter (IP.LVF) which is equal to 5 at the Lehigh 
.@ installation establishes the lowest fixed priority level o Thtfs any 
priority less than 5000 is non-fixed and may be recomputed by the. 
SCOPE systemo 
The priority· level of a batch job may be assigned by the user on 
the job card. The maximum priority level that. may be specified on a 
job card is 4o The operator or the system may assign priorities 5,, 
' . 
6 and 7 Q All interactive jobs are assigned the fixed priority level 
· 32 
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l 
· of· 7. · All interactive jobs, therefore, have a priority of 7000 oct
al. 
System routines c3:re assigned a priority of 7777 oct
al. 
'' a : ••
 The scheduling priorities of jobs in the input queue are treated
 
in ~he following mann~r. All fixed prioriti-es remain
 constanto The 
priori,..ty sublevels of i;all non-fixed priorities are incr
emented by one 
(up to· their maximum value of ?77 octal) periodically. This proc
ess 
·· -....... ··.·-·is known as aging the input queue.. The time p-e'
riod between incre-
·--- -·-·· .--
- ------·--··---·-·.
 -------
--' ------····----- '····· ~ - ·1 • '. 
(',' 
' ' \ '. 
' . 
' ·./: ., ' 
.. 
menting sublevels is · determined by the ins ta11a tion 
parameter IP. IQD. 
Recalculat.ion takes place every 2** (IP. IQD+6) mi+liseconds. At 
the 
' 
. . 
Lehigh install~tion where IP.IQD is equ~l to 6, recalculation takes 
place every 16 seconds •. 
' f 
. 
The scheduling priorities of jobs in the output queue are handled-
. 
' 
· in ·.-the· same fashion, except that the ins ta11a tion pa
rameter IP. OQD 
' 
· . determines the t:ime delay between recalculation. 
The value of IP.OQD 
. t p . 
at ·Lehigh is '·lo (octal); therefore, recomputation takes place e
very 
64 seconds. 
The priority of a control point· is the priority of th
e job residing 
at that control point. Control point priority is in
itially established 
when the PP routine lRA schedules a job in the input queue by attac
hing 
· ·it to one of the seven control points. The ·initia
l value of the control 
point priority is the final value of the job priority in the input
 
queue o For fixed priority jobs, .. this value has . not been alt·ered si
nce 
)' 
the job entered the .systemo For non-fixed priority jobs, the initial 
control point_ priority may. be greater than the job card (or defau
lt) 
priority; this can be caused by priority sublevel rec
alculation which 
,,' 
may have occurred while the job waited" in .the jol> input queueo The 
(I 33 
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time interval between priority recomputat~ons is determined by the,in-
stallation parameter IP.CPD. At the Lehigh installation where IP.CPD 
is equal to 5, priori'ty recomputation takes place every 2 o 048 seconds. 
The new sublevel, S(new) is calculated using the following formula (43): 
= T":°1PT + (W-1) * S(old) 
w 
,.,· .. ,. ,.,., ..... ,., ...... _,._.,,, ._ ..... '' 
S(new) 
. ,I 
where, 
. 
. 
T -= 2**(IP.CPD+6), time interval between recalculations 
• 2048 milliseconds: 
, ..... 
I ~ ': • CJ'T a sum of -the accumulated milliseconds of CPU time ·tallied at 
.... ____ J'· . 
' ' 
• C • .•••,"" '•>"·'. o•,, ••' • 
the'control point since the last recalculation 
A• .2**(IP.CPD+6-N) 
... ' 
N •· 9, number of bi ts of sublevel ' , 1 ; • - ' ' _, ... ,, __ . 
· W = 2**2, a weighting fact.or ' ' 
S (old) = the old priority sublevel ' ' It 
Upon examination of this formula, one can see that a job which has 
made use of the CPU during the latest interval will be penalized when 
recalculation oc_curs, whereas a waiting program which has not had access 
to the CPU will be rewarded. Therefore, within a given non-fixed pri-
,,;!f.·_~ 
'-J 
ority level (determined by the non-changing high order digit), all 
programs will eventually have access to the CPUo However, a O level 
program will never run ahead of a 1 level program regardless of how 
long the O level program has been waitinga This is not a serious 
problem at the Lehigh installation because the majority of the batch 
jobs are at the same priority level of la 
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2.3.5 The Proce:3sing of Batch Jobs ~ r,-
The operation of the SCOPE system on the 
CDC 6400 computer was 
modeled by tracing the flow of jobs through the system
o Before the. 
. 
. 
· .model can be present:
1ed, the flow of jobs through the actual system 
' . 
should be described in detail.· Three typ
es of jobs are processed by 
. 
I 
the system: normal batch jobs, remote batch j(!bS and
 ·convcersational or · 
interactive jobs. The portion· of the operating system
 that handles 
~ 
"' interactive jobs is kno- as INTERCOM. The flow of in
teractive jobs 
• 
. _through the system is .d cribed separatel
y in Sectio~ 2 .• 3-.6. 
' 
The SCOPE operating system is a file-orien
ted system. Two files, 
I . 
. designated as INPUT and OUTPUT respectively, ar
e created for every 
job that. enters _the system. Other files may be crea
ted by the user 
program or 'by the operating system for the
 user job • 
A batch jo~ consists of a number of control .cards, p
rogram deck(s), · 
-
• I 
and data deck(s) ·• A ,batch job inay ·enter the system 
via a card reader 
at the installation, v:ia a card reader at 
a remote locatioµ (remot~ 
• 
.. 
.. / .. tv ···-·.-·~·~.·.~·-· 
' 
jo"i, entry) , or v~a a magnetic tap~ drive as -card ima
ges on magnetic 
. . 
. 
tapes. ~e system is usually entered throug
h the card reader at the 
installation. The flow of a typical batch
 job through the system is 
now discussed in .detail. The flo~ of jobs through t
he system is 
monitored and contro11ed by the monitor (MTR) o Th
e monitor calls on 
-
peripheral processors and PP routines to 
perform tasks for the ;jobo · 
... 
Some of the more important PP routines a
re mentioned_-at·'·the--appropriate- -- --·-·. 
time. 
: 
Figure 2o 6 is the flow chart of a job entering the s
ystem. The 
• 
operator loads the job card deck into the card readero
 Every one-half 
"') (J .. 
,· \ l } 
~ 
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reader 
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1/2.scc. for 
. •/ 
activity 
.. 
2RC 
First card 
read into CM 
2TJ 
Job card. 
Files and tables 
set up 
2BP 
File name 
·(say,, "Job Name") 
entered into 
F.N.T. 
• 
1SP/2ES 
- .. , " ·- ,-- ... ,·.-- --~~ ,., ... · ... 
CM record 
written on 
disk ' 
. ' 
• 
End 
of 
File? 
F.N.T. entry set 
lLT 
· free (i.e., job now 
in input queue) • 
Where: 
FNT File name table 
CM Central memory 
lLT Load job peripheral program 
,2TJ Translate job card PP routine 
2BP Buffer parameters PP routine 
lSP Disk I/0 
2ES Enter stack reg. PP routine 
2RC Read cards PP routine 
• 
" ' 
.. 
I 
.. 
• 
/, 
-
~·-
~ ... -
). ' 
• 
Next card 
read into 
CM. 
.. 
.. 
• 
FIGURE 2.6 ENTRY OF BATCH JOB INTO THE SYSTEM 
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second a PP routine (lLT) checks to see if anything is in the card reader. 
If a deck is waiting, a PP routine (2RC) reads the·· first card (which must 
be a job card) into central memoryo The job card contains the job name, 
the central processor time limit, the total central memory re·quirement 
for the job, and the priority level (in octal) for the job. A routine 
. 
·(2RC) then passes control to a PP routine (2TJ) whichp along with another 
routine (2BP) reads the remaining coutrol cards and sets tip all necessary 
.files and tables, inciuding the File Name Table (FNT) • 'Finally, two PP 
" 
routines (2ES, 1SP) write the remaining card images ort disk storage un-
·- -· -- -
J 
• 
til an end-of-file card is encountered. The job is now.in the· input 
• ., • .J', 
queue. 
In order for a job to be scheduled frOJil the input queue into the 
activ·e ·job mix, i.e., into t~e central memory,. three conditions must be 
· met. First, one of the seven control points must be' free; a dummy f-ile 
. NEXT attached to a control point indicates that the control--~point is free. 
Secondly, the· priority of the job must be the highest among all jobs in 
the input queue. Thirdly, the amount of memory required by the job (as 
specified on the job card) must be availabl~e. ~igure 2-. 7. is a flow chart 
of the scheduling process. 
The actual scheduling is performed and controlled by the PP routine 
· lRA, the resource allocator (15)". lRA also _ages the input and output 
queues o lRA is loaded into a peripheral processor every 250 milli-
seconds. Each time it is loaded, it examines ~11 control points looking 
for one which has the dummy file NEXT assigned to ito If no nNEXT" 
control points are present and if the input and output queues are not 
ready to be aged, lRA releases control for another 250 millisecondso 
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lRA 
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• into CM. Ref ere nee 
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entry point sent to 
exchange jump area. 
Note 1. 
• 
YES 
Scan input queue 
for most 
eligible 
*Sec Note 1 
. 
Request memory 
for selected 
job 
Selection of the most eligible job is based on the 
availability of enough CM space for the job, and the 
priority of the job being the highest among jobs for 
which memory is available. 
lRA 
lRA 
NO 
NO 
NO 
YES 
YES 
• 
Age input and output 
queues if necessary 
lRA idles for 
2so·msec. 
q 
• 
NO 
Send message 
to operator 
• 
FIGURE 2.7 CM STORAGE ALLOCATION (SCHEDULlNG) 
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If an available control point is iitA ·then examines all- jobs 
the input queue 
It will either choose the ~ixed priority job with the highest·priority 
or t in the event t·here are . no fixed.· pr·io,ri ty jobs;.". the highest: priority·~ 
• ' • • ~- ' • • ' C 
. . . . ' . job which will fit in~o the available mail) memory. 
jobs have the same priority,· the· 
main memory requirement.· 
With 
Cates the control ,point and r~que~ts main ~emory. fo~., the, chosen. job~ 
' . ,· . 
"' 
It is possible .~hat· ·sufficient mai·n memory ,may riot be· available .to. ·_ ·. · 
.. : .. 
honor the request; the use" of memory ·may have changed since 
time lRA checked it. In this case, :one of· ·two things_ will tak,e ·place •. ·. 
·If the selec.ted job has a non-fixed priority, it will be. returned to ... __ ·· 
_ the -input queue and another job will be selected. 
' has a fixed priority, lRA will not attempt to find any other 
any control · points until the selected job can be scheduled a · 
~ 
condition ar·ises, a message is · sent to the_ o.p.erator. giving him the ·. · 
-
until eno~gh jobs terminate o,f their 
~ ... · .·. ·. ' . · .. . . . . 
main memory- for the selected·· Job o .. 
free 
available,. PP 
lRA performs all the houSekeeping essential to start the 
the jobo 
When the 
control point 
and identify the next ·most 
" 
, ' 
• 
At ·any giv~n instant of time, each one of three 
states: zero status, indicating that it has no neer, ... fo·r the CPU; recall 
status, indicat::ID.g that it is waiting for ·a· perip~al operation to 
. . 
-. . ·,. 
complete; and the wait status, ·indicating that it has· need ·for the CPU 
and is either waiting for : it·.· or current1y has contro·i . of,,. it o . The moni-
tor routine MTR always assigns the CPU to the control 
highest priority and· also in the wait (i.e.,· ready) 
~ ~ . ' 
with the 
Control 
. 
' 
point priority sublevels are recalculated ~by'' MTR. as disc·ussed previously. 
A batch j_ob . assigned . to the ·central processor continues executing 
. . ---,_ .. ______ ··-· ____ .. ., '". -· .... , ..... ,, ........ -·'····-- .. ., 
~ .. until one of· these events. occurs: 1) it requests an. I/0 operation, or 
l . 
. . 
· 2) it t·erminates nqrmally or abnormally, or 
higQer priority jop. Iri all 
highest ~priority .waiting job .• 
The switching of the CPU 
";f ....... 
to j_ob 
change jump · pac~ge mentioned in the hardware 
a 
' ) " 
assigned to the. 
' . 
facilitated by the ex...; 
(Section 2.2.2). Each control point, whether· _active or not, has 200 
., 
· of every control 
package contains 
interrupti.on. · 
If no 
,' 
The first ·200 lo~cations 
excha_nge 
" 1ncre-
to 
'-··· 
,•. 
, 
• t' 
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• 
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• 
FIGURE 2.8 DISPATCHING AND EXECUTION 
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dispatch-- the CPU, the CPU bec·omes idle~ . MTR will continue to scan the 
0 
peripheral proces~pr and control point communication areas, in search of 
1/ J 
k :: •;. . . . 
any activity requiring· attention. · It also continues to advance the 
c.l·ock and recalculate priority sublevels as required. Figure 2.8 is 
a flow chart of the dispc}tching and execution process. 
The execution of a job which has control of the CPU should now be 
considered. A usei; job is usually written in a high level language such 
as FORTRAN pr in -an assembly language such as COMPASS. This symbolic 
source program has to be converted into absolute machine language code 
before actual execution of the job can take place. · Typical steps which 
may occur in this conversion process are: 
1) Macro Expansion - The complete text of .the source program. is created 
I 
• 
by the substitution of a program text in place of macro calls. 
} 
·. 2) CQmpilation (or Assembly) - The symbolic source text is translated 
into object modules of machine language code. This process is 
called assembly if the source text is in assembly language such 
' 
' '.- . 
as COMPASS. The compilatioµ step creates a binary file (machine 
language code) on mass stor_age for the user jo'b; it is ready to 
be linked with other binary files and eventually loaded into main 
; ,' 
memory. 
· 3) Linkage Editing - A number of separately compiled object modules, and 
any required library routines, are merged together to form a single 
program or load module. 
4) Loading - The load module is brought into central memory as absolute 
(f) 
machine language code. 
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A specific job may require one (in t:,e case of a pr_ogram already 
in the absolute machine code) or more of these job stepso The actual 
"' execution of the loaded· -~bsolute machine code program is also ref erred 
" . 
to as a_job step. 
' :, . 
.......... , .... ,.,., ... , ....... , .... ,.,,,., ... ,,.., ..... : .. ~ ................... ~ ..................................... The. control card ·after the job card. causes the first job step to 
;' 
·- . 
.. 
'. 
be executed. In the.case of compilation, for example, a copy of the 
compiler is brought to the control point assigned to the job. The". 
compi~er utilizes the source program to create a binary file on disk • 
. 
After completion of that step, the next control card st·arts the next job 
-
step, and so forth until there are no more control statements for the 
job; the job is ·terminated. 
A job may request a disk I/0 operation· any time during its execution. 
All. disk requests are entered into a stack, the disk stack. The proc-
. ess~ng of I/0 requests is handled by a group of programs known collective-
{ ly as the stack processor. In selecting a request from the stack, the 
,··, 
stack processor looks for the request that requires the smallest po-
_sitioning time from the device's current position. The stack processor 
attempts to minimize the total amount of time devoted to device po-
sitioning. The stack processor also uses a priority scheme to ensure 
. ' - ·-
that a request involvi_ng a large positioning t~me will. not be bypassed 
indefinitely in favor of requests with smal-ler positioni_ng times. 
\/ 
Figure 9 shows how disk requests are handled. 
~-
'·' 
During execution of a job, a file called OUTPUT is created on disk 
. 
' for the output of the joba Another file, PUNCHj is created for any 
~-
cards that have to be punchedo · At job t~~ination, this file can be 
• 
sent to the appr,opriat.e output devices , (eogo SJ card punch, printer) 0 
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FIGURE 2.9 PROCESSING OF DISK I/0 
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Figure 2.10 shows how a job output is proLe·ssed after its completion. 
The PP routine lAJ checks the program for normal or abnormal termi-
nation. If an abnormal end has occurred, routine lAJ sets the proper 
~ flags and calls a routine (DMP) to provide information for debugging; 
routine lAJ c+oses all files for the job. If a normal end of program 
• 
ltas-occurred, w·chec~s all error flags. Then lAJ calls routine 2DF 
. 
I 
! 
to close all f.iles and 'enter them into. the output queue; next it de-
alloc~tes all the files and equipment (e.g., tape drives) still 
as-signed to the job. Routine 2DF. completes the Day File, clears the 
control point area and terminates itself. 
The PP routine l~T is called to begin disposing of the OUTPUT 
and the PUNCH files. If cahts have to be punched, 10T calls routine 
. 
"' 
. 
. \ . 
CI~.which reads the PUNCH file and turns it over to routine 1P0; 1P~ 
drives the card punch. If printing is necessary (and it is most of 
the time), l~T calls CI0 which reads the OUTPUT file and turns it 
over to 3~T which drives the line printer. 
The assignment of OUTPUT ·and PUNCH files to the output devices 
is handled in much the same way as the assignment of input queue jobs 
for CM allocation, i.e., by priority. Priorities in the output queue 
,e;,.. 
are incremented every 64 seconds to insure that every job is eventually 
processed. After being copied by the output device(s), the OUTPUT and 
. 
PUNCH files·for the job are deleted from the system • 
2.3.6 Processing of Interactive Jobs 
The processing of interactive or time sharing jobs .in the CDC 6400 
, . 
computer is contro lied by the SCOPE operating system in. conjunction wif,:h 
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FIGURE 2.10 JOB TERMINATION AND OUTPUT PROCESSING 
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a group of program~ called INTERCOM. INTERCOM is a general purpose 
file-based sys tern w'ftich provides the user with fac:· 11 ties for file input, 
\ 
. 
. file manipulation, temporary and permanent file storage, editing, com-
pilation, and conversational and non-conversational executiono INTERCOM 
has a delayed output facility that enables a user to request that the 
output of a non-conversationai job be stored on a special fileo The. 
output can be retriev~d at a later time. INTERCOM also permits the 
submission of bat.ch j·obs from remote locations (remote _-job entry). 
-
These facilities enable a user to submit·a wide variety of jobs from 
. remote locations • 
. 
As a system of programs, INTERCOM has five major parts, These 
· are ·the multiplexor -driver, -·the scheduler, the quantum calculator /MUJ · _ 
·": servicer, the buffer maD:ager/file processor, and the utility programs. 
·the mult_iplexor driver is a PP program which resides permanently 
in a peripheral processor dur~ng the time INTERCOM is running. The 
multi.pl~xor driver can service up to ,~two multiplexors on a· si_ngle data 
.• 
channel . 
The ·scheduler.is responsible for the initiation of the execution 
···of all commands, and .the assignment of · INTERCOM control. points to user 
jobs. ·The scheduler is also called to swap out a .job which has used· "'" 
up its quantumo The INTERCOM scheduler is always in competition with 
the batch scheduler. The INTERCOM sclieduler has priority over the 
batch scheduler~ 
-. . ··- ·· .. .-..- ' --- -···-·· ·--
The quantum calculator/MUJ servicer is responsible for calling 
the main scheduler routine lSJ to swap out users who.have exceeded ' 
Qt . 
·their quantums G The quantum calculator /MUJ servicer, which operates 
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at control point zero, also handles the connnunication between mult
J-user 
jobs,, such as the EDITOR, and the INTERCOM systemo It also schedules 
multi.;....user-.1obs {MUJ' s]. MUJ's are pro~rams which can be used simul-
. 
) 
taneously by seve.ral users on .. a time-shared bas is. 
The buffer manager/file processor is responsible for the manage-
ment of the INTERCOM buffer area, the initiation of users enterin
g the 
-
. 
system, and the tt:a~smitting of data files to and from user termi
nals. 
· The utility· programs are routines which carry out INTERCOM com
mands 
'ft 
·specified by· the user. 
Communication between the user and the system is in th
e 
. ------~ --·~--- - ~~-
-
.,_~... . . . .' 
commands. ·A command causes either a system program or a user 
. . 
. program stored on disk to be activated. · The program has to share
 the 
. central ·memory arid the central process.or on a time-sharing basi
s ·with 
·¢>, 
programs initiated by other INTERCOM users as well as with the back-
'batch joBs . 
1 
·. ., •• 
2,4.·- SYSTEM HARDWARE AND SOFTWARE EVALUATION 
' 
• 
The CDC 6400 and the other computer systems in the CDC 6000 series 
. . 
' 
\. 
fast. multi-computer systems designed mainly for the scientific 
· environment. The~e systems are simple and highLy modular in struct
ure. 
They can be upgraded· easily and efficiently. They have some out-
_1 kp package and a hard-
/'-
' 
- sta~di~g design features such as the excha_nge 
· _ -_ .ware r~~a tive --addres.sing·c iicheme·· which aids multi programming.. The use--. 
. · of periphera!. __ Jprocessors to perform system functions virtually elim
i-
na'tes cp·u overheadQ 
The CDC 6000 series comp~ters do have both hardwa·re and software 
. c1 
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. limitations. These problems· are discussed next, ~eginning with hard-
ware limitations. 
/ 
! • 
. .. . . . " . . . ... 
2.4.1 ·Hardware Limitations 
-- Tl).e CDC 6000 se_ries: fOmputers do. have several hardware limitations. 
· One ·serious limitation is th.at there ar.e: no.hardware interruptso This 
' results in delays in the recognition of the completion of tasks and 
.. 
. 
causes an increase in system overhead time. A potentially· serious 
problem that can, .result from the lack 9f interrupts is a peripheral 
processor run-away-. Peripheral processors are supposed, td notify the 
1,.,.,.,-, ... 
monitor when they complete an as-signed task. If, because of soft-
, . · ware errors, a PP fails to notify the monitor abou.t the completion of , 
a· task, then the PP is· 1ost until the next system deadstart. 
The central memory is . not di~rec tly accessible to . I/o-··aevices. All "' 
· ·data transferred from the disks and the pe,rip_heral devices have~ to be 
.. _buffered through the small core of a. peripheral processor. This im-
. ; . ~- ~. . .. 
poses a limit of 5000 chara·cte~-~,,,;;'%on the size o.f a record that·. can be 
transferred· at a time. Tt also makes it difficult to transfer data 
at a 11:igh ·rate of speed •. 
-.The internal representation of data in th.e Binary Coded Decimal 
. , .. ,, 
,·. ·(BCD) format differs from the s·tandard BCD. format used for ~agnetic 
; .. 
- ..... -·-,-·-,···. ·-·-, .·----~---·-.. ··-·-------- ......... -·---· ... -
. ' tapes O Data in th~ standard-· BCD ·format must be converted by a periphe-
--· ..... ,: .. : __ , ... :~ .... ·.. .. . -ral .processor to the inte·rnal display .code format. Not only does this 
.,, 
' \ 
place unnecessary· burd-ens · on the· peripheral prqcessors, it also re-
.. ·.· : 
duces the ~ate .of data transmis-aiona 
.. Data· transfers Between, central _memory and 'the -proce,ssors (CPU, PP 11 s) 
. . '• ~' . 
·~.· ,. . 
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are made via a single path, the data distributor e . The 1imit of 4 on 
the number of words that can 1:re transferred at a t.:.me can result in ., 
memory reference conflicts and a degradation of the performance of the 
system. ·. 
Another serious limitation is the limit of ·10 on the number of 
' 
pt!ripheral processors that can be accommodated on the systemo A number 
• 
. of periphera,1 processors are usually involved in ·processing ~ requ~st 
for a user job. For example,. at least two PP's are involved in reading 
a deck of cards {or a jo·b; one reads the cards into· a CM buffer, 
. · ano.ther stores the contents of the CM buffer on disk, · Du:r:ing he&vy 
/ 
. 
·system usage, the periph~ral processor pool can become the main system 
bottleneck. The peripheral processor. situa~ion can become very acute 
in a ·system where some of the PP' s are assign.ed for extended periods 
of time to such tasks as teleconnnunications and file auditi.ngo The 
'. 
use of extended core storage (ECS) will eliminate some PP tasks and 
partially alleviate thtr.PP probl.emo 
A feature not available in the CDC '6000 series computers· is core 
parity checking. The number of errors ·resulting directl.y from the 
failure to· check the p.arity· of memory is not known., It can be said, 
however, that such errors can occur without detection. 
2.4.2· Software Limitations 
A potential problem of ~erious consequence for the Chippewa 
Operating System and, therefore of SCOPE, is high priority degradation. 
An article written by Dave Stevens (47) discussed the· symptoms of high 
priority degradation and how· special scheduli.ng ·. algorithms can be used 
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to avoid it. High ·priority degradation appears when one -tor more control 
points are occupied by high priority .iobs requiring •'more central memory 
than is currently available. The high priority jobs are unable to 
execute because they cannot get any core, and the smaller low priority ,:( 
jobs in the input queue are unable to reach a control point o High 
priority degradation can also result from the hoggi_ng of the central 
processor by a high priority, computer-bound ·job while other.I/0 bound 
-jobs are waiting to execute. 
One solution to this problem suggested By Stevens was the dynamic 
: assignment of priorities based on the degree to which the job is ·1/0 
bound, .rather than the amount of compute time since the last recompu-
.. 
tation. He also suggested a reduction of operator interaction • 
In the s·coPE system, tape assignments are not made until the pro-
grams have been assigned control points and have been loaded in the 
central memory. _ The control point, therefore, remains idle while the 
operator is mounting the required tapeso The system should require 
•' 
all system resources to be available before the.program {s loaded 
into central memory. The Lehigh installation controls this deficiency 
by al.lowing the operators to read tape jobs only if enough tape drives 
are availableo The· operators are required to -mount the tapes before 
the jobs are reado 
This ~hapter has discussed the hardware and software of the CDC ).\ 
6400 computer systemo The outstanding features of the system and the 
hardware and software limitations have also been discussedo The next 
·chaptel" describes the simulation model which was developed to imitate '"
1 
the systemo 
• 
The design of the simulation model and the implementation 
of the model are discussed. 
<f 
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CHAPTER 3 
SIMULATION MODEL OF THE CDC 6400 
3.1 INTRODUCTION 
... 
. . · '/ ,.. .. 
\ ', .• 
•· 
. .~ 
/'- ,' ,' 
The primary objec'tive of this project was.:. to develop a reasonably 
··valid simulation model which could be used to predict the performance 
of the CDC 6400 computer system. The secondary objective was to use 
the model to study the_ effect of changes in configuration, workload 
· and resource allocation algorithms on the performance of the system. 
The key meas_ures of performance selected for this study were job 
turnaround t_ime, i~teractive user response time, job throughput, 
equipment utilization, and control point dwell. Control point dwell 
. . 
is the total length of'time a job resides at a control point in 
central memory. 
I . 
A critical issue in the development of a simulation model for a 
computer system is the level of detail at which the model is to operate. ' .. 
The level of detail is crucial because not only does it determine the 
execution.speed of the model, but it also determines the kind of data 
that .is needed to run the modelv Two contrasting levels of detail 
are ,frequently considered; the extremely detail ea level is known as 
the micro level, and the extremely aggregate level is referred to as 
the macro .levelo 
At the micro level, the effects of individual machine-language or . 
I 
source-langu~ge instructions are simulatedo The units of work or trans-
actions identified in a micro level model may be instructionso Such 
minutiae as channel speeds, sizes of instruction registers, buffer 
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sizes, memory cycle time, and single instruction execution times are 
. of vital importance in a micro level model Q · Micro level models re- · 
quire 1·arge amounts of computer time o They usually operate, at best, 
two or three times faster than the actual system. This means that to 
simulate an hour of system operation an analyst has to run his model 
. 
for about 30 minutes. 
Micro level models are very useful in the study of hardware and 
softw~re des.ign problems. They can be used to study the effect of 
hardwar·e and so£ tware modifications. .For the measures of performance 
selected for this study, howev·er, the micro level of detail is in-
appropriate. 
At the macro lev.el·, the processing of complete jobs is simulated. 
!· 
The unit of work or transaction identified in this model is the total 
job. The macro level model ignores the job steps or tasks within the 
--
job. It also ignores the individual hardware components. The macro 
' 
level model is fast in terms of computer running time. The macro level. 
. - 0/ ., 
as defined here ~as rejected for this study because the resulting model 
would not have been realistic compared to the actual system. Dynamic 
field length changes during program execution, which are a very im-
.portant aspect of the LUCC system, would have been ignored in a macro 
· '··-- ---· · · · 1.evel model.-· I 
(\ 
· The level of detail chosen was a compromise between the two 
extremes. A fairly complex model of interactive and batch- job flo,vs 
was used, so that important measures such as interactive user respon·se 
time, the number and duration of roll-outs, turnaround time, etco 
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could be determined. Such minutiae as the 4 msec. cycle time of .the 
6 monitor (MTR), positioning time in disk accessj the 100 nanosecond 
. 0 
. . 
• 
• 
memory cycle time, etco, were either ignored completely or were in-
corporated .in grosser measures. 
' 
• I 
A model written at this level of detail runs fairly fast, usually 
about 50 times faster than ,1the actual system. Most of the information 
needed to run such a model can- be obtained from the daily accounting 
· file known as the "Day File." The Day File accumulates data on 
individual job~, such as the number of cards read, the amount of central· 
processor and peripheral processor times used by the job, the total 
time a job spends at a control point (referred to in this thesis as 
control point dwell), the amount of time the job spends in the various 
\ 
queues, and the total time t~e job spends in the ·system. 
The next section discusses the characteristics of the workload at 
· the Lehigh University Computer Center. 
3.2 CHARACTERISTICS OF THE WORKLOAD 
~ 
/-', The performance of a computer system depend-s not only on the hard-
ware and the operating system, but also on the workload processed by 
-
the systemo The simulation of a computer system involves the develop-
ment of two models: a model of the computer system itself, and a model 
of the workloads - The workload model provides the input to the system 
modelo 
Two main approaches used in characterizing workloads are the "trace-
driven" approach and the "statistically-driven" approache In the trace-
/]} 
./.-/1 
'.~;,,., 
. . 
driven approach, attributes of actual jobs are monitored and stored on 
• 
.•/ 
' 
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tape or on disk. This raw data is used to drive the system model. In 
the_ statistically driven approachj job attributes and system service 
-
parameters are generated from statistical distributionso The statisti-
cal distributions are either empirical distributions or statistical 
approximations to the empirical distributionsa The job attributes 
generated from the distributions are used to drive- the-system model. 
~ 
The statistically-driven approach was used for a number of reasons. 
This analyst was not a member of the Systems Programming group at the 
Computer Centert and had no authority to insert software and hardware 
,probes in the sys~em. These probes are necessary for the creation of. 
trace data tapes or files. The major reason for the selection of the 
statistically-driven approach was that, at the time the project was 
' 
starte.d, the Computer Center was working on a Day File analysis pro-
~-
gram. This program, developed by Richard Cichelli of the LUCC Systems 
,, Group, analiz.es the Day File and generates important statistics on 
· .the workload for each day. These statistics are contained in an in-
ternal report kno~m as the "LUCC Daily Operating Statistics" (9) . 
. Data from a number of these reports was used to drive the simulation 
modelo Information on the workload contained in this section· was also 
obtained from the daily reportso 
.. 
The Lehigh University Computer Cent,er (LUCC) environment is a 
/L -
typical university environment. The characteristics of the job mix 
vary from day to day. Table 3.1 shows statistics for batch jobs on 
six selected days at LUCC. A number of observations can be made from 
the table. 
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TABLE 3.1 
STATISTICS FOR BATCH JOBS ON SIX SELECTED DAYS 
1 
3/13/73 
No. Jobs 1586 
% of Student Jobs, 60.0% 
(.-
Mean CPU Time (sec) 10.48 
~-,c.,-) 
Mean PP Time (sec) 11.82 
Mean CPU Space (decimal) ·20,332.7 
Mean Print Lines 
Mean Punched Cards 
Time in System (sec) 
Control Point Dwell (sec) 
837.6 
247.4 
56.80 
I, 
j ' . 
. 
2 
3/15/73 
1419 
65.0% 
8.55 
7.83 
21,585.8 
'671.48 
370.18 
1083.1 
47.88 
,· 
. • ·1 
I ; 
' ' 
• I 
.• . 
l 
~ ' 
. - : ' . . :· 
• 
DATE 
3 4 
3/20/73 3/23/73 
772 872 
30.3% 36.3% 
19.44 13.28 
36.8 '18.3 
16,980.9 16,079.9 
1709.6 
284.6 
581.37 
154.3 
, ·. I 
994.1 
132.2 
398.32 
94.46 
; .. : 
5 
3/26/73 
1318 
~sB.5% 
· 1-0.37 
15.85 · 
17,234·.7 
827 .68' 
240.92 
314.93 
66.64 
c.-:::-;. 
- '\. --- ; . ·_ 
. - - '• 
. ' 
.. 
~-
t 
' . <.' . 
:~· -
·~ 
6 
'4/3/73 
. 
1482 
59.3% 
9.08 
18 e 17 · 
20,489.9 
928.7 
355.9 
384.4 
81.52 
-. 
• 
- - - - --~·-=- -- --"' -_--,.-·--- "'. ~- - _- - - -
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• 
First of all, in terms.of the number of jobs processed by the· 
system and the mean values of the various job characteristics, no two 
.. 
days are alike. Some of the data in Table 3 al (data sets 3 and 4) 
was collected during a vacationa The average number of jobs per day 
dropped from about 1500 during the regular semester to about 800 
during the break. The percenta·ge of instructional jobs dropped from 
\ 
' 
60 percent to about 33 percent. The total number of hours of system 
•. 
operation is usually from.14 to 12. The system usually does not 
( 
operate trouble-free. Close examination of Table 3.1 reveals an 
, 
abnormality on the 15th of March; the· average time i,n the system was 
~083 .1. seconds while the average control point dwell was 4 7. 9 seconds • 
.. 
This ~bnormality could be due to a printer failu_re. Incidentally, the 
average time in the system generated by the Day File analysis program is 
not, as one would expect, the turnaround time; it does not include 
I 
\ 
waiting time in the input queue (see Table 3 .1 - time in system) • 
Most of the jobs submitted at LUCC can be put· into one of two 
categories: instructtpnal and non-instructional jobs. Instructional 
jobs are those submitted by students to fulfill course requirements. 
These are generally small jobs which require small to moderate amounts 
of' peripheral proc;.essor and central processor tilheo An ·av~rage of 4 
seconds of CPU time for this class of. jobs is common for most days· . 
. Non-instructional jobs include sponsored and unsponsored research 
.. 
jobs, administrative jobs,. jobs from a fev1 industrial users, and jobs 
submitted by the staff of LUCCo The characteristics of the jobs in 
this class vary wid~ly; the a~erage CPU·time for this .class is 20 
seconds. Statistics collected on March 26, 1973 are broken down into 
\ 
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th.ese two job classes and illustrated by ·Table 3.2 •. Table 3.2 shows 
the mean values of some of the job characteristics for each class and 
for the overall job mix. 
"· 
'· ./ . . 
TABLE 3.2 
• • '-···•-•-so,,-.« •-•·- --,-• '-"',----.--•··• •«•·-~---~ .. -·--···-·--'•· . . . .. . 
-
JOB· STATISTICS· FOR THE TWO CLASSES OF JOBS* 
Overall Instructional Non-Instructional· .. 
Variable Mean Mean Mean 
CPU Time · (sec) 10.3 · 20.5 3.6 
PP Time (sec) 15.8 6.6 29.0 
fl 1 ' 
:-:21·~000 · CM Space (decimal words) 17,234 15,000 
Lines Printed 827 493 1,300 
240·. 9 
-. . 0 
. 3420 0 Cards Punched 169.0 
' ' . 
No. of ·Jobs 1,318 774 544 
Control Point· Dwell (S9P) 66.6 28.9 /) . 119.5 
.. 
. *Data was collected on 3/26/7.3 
/ 
. 
Statistics on INTERCOM usage are also provided by the Day File 
• 
analysis report. Statistics on INTERCOM usage for· six selected days 
are presented in Table 3.3. These six days are the ones whose batch 
' . job characteristics were presented in Table 3.1 
. ' , , ·: ' . . . \ 
' . . , 
.. . .. 
. . ' 
~ .. 
TABLE 3.3 
STATISTICS ON INTERCOM USAGE 
-- :.~ . - - ---~·-•- .. ,,._ ... ~--·-~-· - - - . 3/13/73 3/15/73 .3/ 20/73 3/23/73 3/26/73 4/3/73 
' . 
Total# of sessions 
Mean CPU Time (sec) 
Mean PP Time (sec) 
· Time in System (sec) 
• 
.175 
4o44 
2Qol9 
13302 
202 
5o33 
19. 39 . 
120205 
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143 
3.74 
24012 
156400 
141 
4o76 
23ol0 
132703 
213 228 
3e 79 7 G 21 
19057 25074 
1227 e 9 13500 7 
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.In a statistically driven simulation model, the statistical distri-
butions of job characteristics are of great importanceo The distribution 
of· core size is shown in Figure 3 .1. Two distinct peaks can be identi~ 
fied in the distribution, one around 3K decimal words (K • 1024) and 
another around llK decimal words. 
The distribution of CPU time .is shown in Figure 3.2. A single 
peak value occurs around 0.7 seconds. The average CPU time for batch 
·jobs on that· day was 9.2 seconds. 
> ' . 
The distribution is very positively 
· skewed (suggesting ail exponential or gamma distribution). Several· 
previous studies have be~n conducted, indicating that, generally, the 
distribution of CPU timi per job can be app.roximated by an exponential 
· distribution (17, 25).. 'An exponrntial distribution was generated to 
represent the distribution ol the CPU time~ usi~g the LWS program. 
The curve fitting feature of LEAPS (Lehigh Amalgamated Package for 
Statistics) uses the least squares polynomial method to fit a curve to 
a set of data. The cumulative frequency curves for the e~pirical distri- · '1 
bution and for th~ .. exponential approximation ar·e shown in Figure 3.3. 
The Kolmogorov-Smirnow goodness-of-fit test was used to test the degree_ 
. . . 
of agreement between the empirical distribution and the generated expo- . 
. I 
nential distribution. The maximum deviation D obtained for the test 
.r ' 
.was Oo 1011 o With a selected level of significance (0() .,·of. Oo 05 and a· 
\ ,..,·. 
~ 
sample size of 120s, the critical value of D is· ·0012420 Since D is 
. a 
·Oo1242j we must conclude .that the exponential distribution :ls ·a : 
satisfactory fit. - · 
The Erlang distribution is a very useful distributions The Erlang 
• 
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distribution, which is .a special case of the Gannna distribution. with an 
integer parameter, can represent·· several other distributions a The 
¢ 
Erlang distribution redu~es to the exponential distribution when the 
parameter K is equal to one_. The Erlang also approximates the normal 
distribution when Ki~ large. Thus, distributions of varying skewness 
.. 
can be generated by simply varying the K parameter of the Erlang • 
The Erlang distribution was used in the model to generate several 
job characteristics. The generation of job characteristics is discussed 
-----"---- ---·----·-- ·-·--- -
in section 3.3.3. The next section deals with the· design and structure 
' 
of the simulation model. 
> .. t.· ' . !, -- ..... 
. 3.3 DESIGN AND STRUCTURE OF THE SIMULATION. MODEL 
In developing the simul~tion model at the specified.level of detail, 
a number of assumptions and simplifications had to be made. The first 
assumption was that the operation of the system was fully automatic, 
, 
and that no operator intervention occurreda This assumption was made 
because the behavior of an pperator is not fully predictable. The 
' 
data used as input to the model and also as a means of validating ·the. 
model was collected under conditions other than the fully automatic 
conditions. 
A continuous operation of'the system was assumed. The system 
frequently operates without any malfunction; therefore, this is not an 
c\ 
unreasonable assumptione Anoth.er assumption made,was that no system" 
overhead was performed by the.central .processoria All the system over-
head activities were performed .by the periph~ral processorso The time 
• 
it takes to switch the CPU from one program to anQther was assumed to 
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.. 
be negligible. This assumption is not unreasonable since 
the system is 
organized in such a way that the CPU performs a negligible
 amount of 
overhead . 
In order for the model to serve as a tool for investigati
ng the be-
havior of this complex multiprogramming time-sharing system
, all the 
important features of the system were modeled. Some of 
the more 
important features in the model are discussed next. 
3.3.1 Features of the Model 
Several features were incorporated in the model to make th
e model 
a realistic representation of the real system. 
A significant feature of this ·simulation model was the 
consoli-
dation of both the system's batch and interactive operation
s into a 
. single model. This is one difference between this mode1
 and prior simu-
·~- ·1ation models reported in the literature. Mo~t prior simula
tion studies 
have dealt with either the batch or the interactive aspect
 of the system's 
operation; they have not_ combined both aspects. The inter
action between 
_ batch and interactive jobs in the CDC 6400 is too important to be igno
red~ 
A result of ~he interaction between batch and interactiv
e jobs is 
the roll-out of batch jobs by higher priority interactive jobso The 
..___ ~oll-out of a batch job can also occur when a batch job requests more 
memory during execution and sufficient memory is unavailab
leo ·The 
'; 
roll-out/roll-in feature of the system was incorporated in
 the model. 
A special feature built into the operating system at the 
Lehigh 
,. 
installation is a facility that can. be used by th·e ope
rator to specify 
' 
• 
the minimum amount of time a batch job must have resided at a ·control 
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point before it ·can be rol1ed out by a higher priority interactive job. 
j' • -
This min,imum dwell time is, an input parameter to the model o 
i"' l·' 
Time-slicing for interactive jobs was also incorporated in the model. 
The time-slice can either be specified at the beginning of the simulation 
' 
run, or it can be computed £or each job during the run. 
In the SCOPE system at-·LUCC, the operator can specify preferred 
job classes for different times of the day. Thus, the .operator may 
specify that only jobs_ whose CM core requirements are less than 70K 
. (octal) words and whose CPU time limits are less than 200 seconds may be 
t'J •• 
· process~d b~tween 9 a.m. and 12 noon. Since this feature can signifi-
cantly af fe~t ove~all performance of the system, it was in~orporated in 
the ,model. 
There is a. f~cility_in th~ model for ~signing control points to· 
.. 
INTERCOM jobs, expre~s batch jobs, normal batch jobs, and system routines 
such as JANUS. .The control point assignments are part ~f the input data 
to the model. The ability to make different control poin~ assignments 
. in the model· permits ·the effect of different assignments to be studied. · 
The .effects of modifications in scheduling and dispatching . algo-
. · rithms can also be studied very easily because of the modularity of the 
programo Key algorithms are relatively isolated from the rest of the 
coding so that changes can easily be programmed and incorporated o The 
workload and the system configuration -can· be specified and modified 
very easily. 
Before the s_tructure 0 1f the simulation model "is presented, the 0 
representation of batch, remote batch, and interactiv~ jobs, and the 
generation of their attributes are discussedo 
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3.3.2 Job Representation 
A time-sharing user session is defined as the ~ime interval between 
a user log-in and log-out. During this time interval, the user may issue 
several commands to the system and wait for the response of the system 
to each of his connnands. Each command begins a different cycle in the 
user/system interactio~. The basic cycle of user/system interaction en-
tails the user issuing· a command,. waiting for a response from the system, 
and reviewing the response; it is known as a transactiora., A user session 
'-,---. - --· -·- _______ :_,.:·:~~---·-----~--,..- .. consists of a series of tasks, and each task in turn consists of a 
series 
. . \' 
I . 
. I .· 
. -- ' ··---·-·----~----~··-
--·~----·---·· •--·· 
·of transactions • 
.. 
A task is defined as a ser.ies of transactions initiated by connnands 
of the same type. Five types -of tasks are ~istinguished in the model • 
. 
These are: 
·.~ 
1) File manipulation 
J 
2) :Program input and editing 
3) Program running and debugging 
'.'\ .. 
4) Program compilation and assembly 
5) Miscellaneous 
File man_ipulation involves the printing of the contents of a ... fi~e, 
' 
·the combination of files, the splitting of a file, the deletion of files, 
the copying of files, and similar operations. ·The file manipulation ta~k ··'-~_:t ... ,-'' 
usually consists of a single transaction and requires little CPU timeo 
The program input and editing task involves the generation and modifi-
cation of disk files that contain the source program written by the user. . '. 
The program input and editing task usually consists of several trans-
actions and very little CPU timeo In the program running and debugging 
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task, binary-coded files are loaded, linked and executedo The program 
running task involves a moderate number of transactions and a compara-
tively large CPU .time per transaction. The fourth type of task is that 
of program compilation or assembly. In the· compilation tasks, machine 
languag·e files are created from source language files o This task in-
volves one transaction and a relatively large amount of CPU time • 
. 
Commands not fall~ng in any of the aboV'e four categories are_put in a 
fifth category, miscellan~ous. 
A transaction consists of command input, command execution and user 
· evaluation of output. For the purposes of the model, a .transaction can 
be considered as consisting of two states: ·the "console" state and the 
"wor.king" state. In the console state, the. user · is either thinking, 
typing in an ·input line or reviewing an output-. In the working state, 
the system has a program from the user and is working on it. A trans-
action begins with the console state and changes into the working state. 
when the user types in an input 'line or command •. 
.• 
The duration of the console portion of a transaction depends on the 
activity performed by the user during the console session. During the 
,. 
. 
. 
c~nsole part of a transaction, the user can either be thinking, typing 
in a command or typing in an input line. · During execution, a program 
' 
. . . 
------~~-:,·-··,.-, ..... may generate another command and cause another program to be loadedci 
A 
program-generated command is considered as a new transaction with a zero 
console portiono An executing prograxn can enter an output-wait condition 
.. ~ if the program attempts to add to an already full output buffer o An 
output-'tvait condition initiates the console part of the next transaction" 
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The time-sharing part of the computer system was simulated by tracing 
the initiation of transactions by users and the tr~nsition of transactions 
\ 
from the console state to the working state. 
A batch job is represented in the model as a sequence ·of job-steps 
or tasks. A job-step is a computation unit to which system resources, 
Q') 
such as memory and CPU time, are allocated. In the SCOPE system, job-
-1 
. 
steps are initiated by control cards. The main types of job-steps or 
tasks distinguished in the model are compilation or assembly, program 
execution, and file manipulation. The lowest level of a batch job 
identified in the model is a job-step or task. 
, .. ····-~·--·- ~- _,,.. ___ ,. ___ ..... 
.. 
The processing of batch jobs was simulated by tracing the initiation 
of jobs, the initiation of tas·ks within jobs, and the· flow of tasks from 
. 
service ·s-tation to service station through the system. The service 
I 
. stations are input devices such as the card reader, the central pr_ocessor, ., 
disk I/0 processors, and output devices such as printers, and card punches. · 
• . .
3.3.3 Job Generation 
.. •. 
.. ~ . 
--
The processing of a batch job in the model begins with its arrival r 
- a·t the card· reader. The -average number of arrivals per hour, 'tvhich is an 
.. 
input parameter, determines. t;he inter arrival time o Interarrival times 
· are generated· from a statistical distribution which is an input parameter. 
Interarrival times are usually exponenti~lly distributed; hence, an ex-
ponential distripution was used to generate arrivalso 
0.,H~ ,.--++·• ---·--••··--·"--"'------...:.•.:-~»......-~-~u:.>.,...:..,,._,, ..... _~----·----'---- -• -•~' '• •• s, •• ,, •• -
On arrival at the card reader, a number of job characteristics are 
. 
-- generated from statistical distributions which represent the wor·k-load e 
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The job character±stics include: 
,~. ( · ...... 
a) the number of cards to be read, ··~ " ... 
b)~ the number of cards to be punched, ..... 
. ' 
c) .the number of lines to be printed, 
'. . 
. 
d) central· memory space required, 
. 
e) total CPU execution time,_ 
f) the prior_ity level of the job., 
.. . ' 
· g) 'the job clas_s. (instruction, non-instructional), ·. 
. 
. h) number~£ job steps or tasks, 
.. 
' ' 
· i) - job number (assigned sequentially).· 
•-·- •• , • • 
•-· ••'• 0• - C •' ; 
.... ' •• ,U_,, ,.._, 
All these job characteristics are attached to the job as attri- · 
.. 
butes. The full list of attributes assigned to each job is shown in I • 
. 
Appendix_ A. r,·-·".1 ........... - .. --~-~-- ... :. ,., . 
Several types of· distributions ·can be used in the model to generate 
job characteris~ics: the norm~l distribution, the exponential distri-
bution, the Poisson· distribution, and the Erlang distribution. As
 men-
·' 
tioned earlier, with the change of a single parameter, th·e tErlang di
stri-
bution can be ·used to represent several distributions· of varying 
skewness • 
·. ~---·-~-.... ·--·- --- .
. -- ... ···•· -· .. 
· _The modeling of an interactive job begins with the log-in evento The . 
number of arriva1,s or. log-ins per hour is a data input to the model o 
An 
exponential interarrival rate is typically assumed. At log-in, a rand
om 
number is· generated to determine whether the job is a· remote batch or an 
interactive job I> If the j~b is a remote batch job, bat~h job character-
istics are generated by the same routine t~at generates job attributes 
for normal batch jobs o A class number of 3 is assigned to remote batch 
~ . 
- 0 
,l!) 
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' If the job is interactive, session characteristics such as the 
total amount of CPU time to be used during the session and the total 
PP time, are generated from distributions whose parameters are speci-
fied at the beginning of the simulation. The nature of the first task 
.o 
is determined by drawing a random numMr. The number of transactions in 
the:.first task is generated··froni a Poisson disttibution··whose parameters 
are input to the model. The console portion of the first transaction is 
. 
then scheduled. The duration of the console session is generated from a 
distribution whose parameters are specified in the input data. The gene-
·ration of transaction attributes such as CPU time and memory requirements 
occurs when the working part of a transaction begins. The characteris-
tics of a user session and the current tr·ansaction are attached to the 
. 
user job as attributes. Appendix A shows the attributes attached to 
each job. 
. . 
. .. . 
3.3.4 The ·structure ·of the Simulator 
- .• 
The simulation program (SIMLUCC) developed in this project was 
prograuone~ in the GASP II simulation language~ GASP II is an event 
oriented .··simulation language which provides a convenient structure upon· 
which a wide variety of simulators could be constructedo It consists 
of a number of specialized routines and an executive routine which 
schedules events and advances the simulation clockG The specialize~ 
routines perform the functions of system state initialization, data 
.· collection, information storage and retrieval, ·statistical computation, 
random number generation, and statistical process gene.rationo 
1:) • 
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In an event-oriented simulation 'System, the model is concerned only · 
with the initiation o~ the termination of activities or operationso The 
initiation and. termination.of operations 9 which are referred to as 
' 
events, mark the important transition points in the processingt. of' an 
. 
item. The.life of an item in a system can therefore be thought of as 
:. consisting of a series of events, each even.t corresponding to a transition 
. point in the. life of the item. . . . 
At the occurrence of ea.ch event,. the time and identity of the next·· 
event for. the. item are determined. The time of.the next event is de-
termined by additig the calculated duration of the next activity to the 
,·, 
current simul.ation clock time •. ·The· generated event is then stored in 
the event file. The event file is a list of events that have been 
' 
' 
, ' 
. 
scheduled but which have not ~lreadyvoccurred. Items in the event 
file are ordered accor~ing to the time of occurrence, in an ascending 
• 
order. <, . ' 
. - -····--:----:-· - . -- . ~ ·-····--~~- - '_:_ __ : ________ ----- . 
.. ~· 
' ~ .. 
' 
When an event occurs, the next event is scheduled only if ·the 
. facility· is available· to process the item~· If the facility is 
available, the item is entered in th) queue for the facility. 
. "l 
un::-
1.Jben 
the facility becomes available, it accesses its queue and.processes 
• • 4 : • 
- · - :·--·--:: .. -·:·.,-,-~~-------··-- the highest priority i tern in the queue .. 
·:"( .· ' 
' . ' 
. . . ~ ,, ... :·, .. - . 
The advancement of an item through the system is determined.by a 
· .. number of attributes associated with the item. In the SI1-0.,UCC.program, 
. some of the attributes of i·tems or jobs are generated on arrival. 
Others are·accumulated as the job progresses through the system. Some 
of the attributes contain flags wh.ich are. used to determine the path of 
the job through the systemo Thes.e flags are necessary because three 
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types of jobs are modeled: normal batch, remote batch, and interactive
 
,· . 
jobs. Appendix A· shows the assignment of attributeso 
• 
1
• •• An item progre_sses through the model by moving from fil
e to file, 
r • 
unt.il.,,the~ ·t.erminating event occurs e At the occurrence o
f the termi-
-nating event, all .. necessary statistics are collected,
 and the item is 
removed from th.e system. 
This is the basic structure of the model. In regards to file 
structure, the model c9n,sists of one event file and eleven ot
her files. 
Eight of the files are queues, and the rest are scratch
 files. File 
. 
assignments .are pre_sented in Appendix A • 
. . 
. . 
Apart f.rom th_e GASP II ~outines, the SIMLUCC program co-n
sists of 
a main program and forty-eight subroutines.· Some of the su
broutines 
are event routines which are ·responsible for the advanceme
nt of jobs 
· through the sys·tem. The other routines are specializ
ed routines which 
- ---- --:··-···---- ---· 
----- -
-----
- --·--- ---- - are calle~. by the event·routines to perform-specific taskso 
Some of 
-. / 
the tasks performed by these specialized routines are the 
scheduling 
. 
m 
. 
~ 
,, 
:, of batch-jobs, the scheduling of interactive jobs, the dispatching o
f 
active j.obs, the termination of a currently running job, the rolling-
\ :in of.· a rolled-out job, and the generation of job characterist
ics. 
., . 
1 
The advancement of job? through the model vccomplished by 
·~ event routines o Figures 3 o 4 and 3 .. 5 respectively show the flow
 of 
....... ___ ·--~-------·---
batch and -INTERCO~ jobs in the model • Figures 3.6 and 3o7 re
spectively 
... - .. •, . - . -
.. 
'- . 
. . . . . ... 
,. '·- ... ,_ .. ~ .. 
~ show the event routines associated with the advan
cement of batch and 
c:,· interactiye jobs through the n:iodelo The flow of jobs. through the mode
l 
will now be described as ·each job is processed by the appropriate eve
nt 
routines. The flow of batch jobs will first be describeda In the 
ti 71 
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description of the flow of interactive j0bs, any routines that may have 
been described in the batch job flow will not be described. 
EVENT ROUTINE. 
ARRIVAL 
-(JJ 
DESCRIPTION 
. . 
The arrival event marks the entry of a new job. The ARRIVAL 
routine calls the job generator which generates characteristics for 
the new job. The card reader is then checked to see· if it is avail- · 
able. If the card reader i~ available, the ARRIVAL routine schedules 
an end-of-card-reading event (ENDCR) for the jobo If the card reader 
is busy, the ARRIVAL routine puts the new job in the· card reader 
queue. The next arrival is then generated. 
ENDCR 
The occurrence of event ENDCR indicates the completion of the 
card reading activity. The first job-step or task is ready to be-
·gin. The CM core requirements and the cpu- time for the first task 
are generated. The CPU time for the task is computed by dividing 
the total CPU time for the job by the number of taskso · The time of 
occurrence of the next I/0 is then generated, and the job is put 
• • 
in the input queue. A routine ASSIGNB is then called to attempt 
to assign control points to jobs in the input queueo When ASSIGNB 
finds an available control point, it calls the· scheduler which 
attempts to allocate core to the highest priority job_in the· input 
queue for which sufficient CM space is available. The scheduler 
_ SCHEDLB schedules an end of loading event (ENDLOAD) for every job 
that it allocates core to. The ENDCR event now checks the card 
• 
reader queue to see if any job is waiting to be read. If a job is 
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waitingp the routine schedules an ENDCR event for the oldest job n 
,- . -
in the queue. If the card reader queue is empty, the card reader 
·remains idle. 
ENDLOAD 
At the occurrence of. an end of loading event (ENDLOAD) ~ the job · 
is put in the CPU queue, th_e active job mix. If the CPU is idle, 
the dispatching routine DSPATCH is called to dispatch the highes~ 
priority job in the CPU queue • 
. INTERUP 
The- INT~RUP· event· marks the end of a CPU execution interval 
or CPU burst •. The end of a CPU execution interval is referred to 
in this thesis as an interruption. Five types of interruptions are 
id_entified in the model: I/0 request, time-sharing· quantum expi-
ration, interactive transaction ,yor batch task completion, inter-
• 
/_t • . 
active session completion and batch job completion. The type of 
interruption is specified when the DSPATCH routine sch~dules the 
r·f the interruption is an I/0 request, the request-
input/outpu t event (RQSTIQ) is scheduledo If the interruption is. 
a· qua~tum expiration~ the interactive job is swapped out and the 
oldest. job in the INTERCOM swap area is swapped ine The scheduling 
of intercom jobs is discussed under CONSOLE evento If the inter-
ruption is ~he completion of an interactive transaction, the job is 
swapped out and another interactive job is swapped in., A CONSOLE 
. 
. . 
.. 
\.) 
event for the next transaction is then scheduled for· the job which 
" 
~as swapped oute If the interruption is the completion of a batch 
• 
. task, the CPU time and the core requirements of the next task are 
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generated. If the required core space is less than or equal to the 
core space for. the previous task, the job is put in the CPU queueo 
If the ne~ core requirement is greater than the space for the pYevious 
task, then additional core has to be requested.. If the requested core 
space is available, it is assigned to the job. If sufficient space 
is unavailable, the job is rolled out ·to· make room for ·· another job 
for which sufficient space is available. Rolled out jobs have higher 
\ priority over input queue jobs when memory space becomes available 
and a job has to be allocated memory. 
When a batch job terminates execution, the end of job event 
(ENDJOB) is scheduled for the job. When an interactive session is 
comp~eted, a log-out event (LOGOUTS) is· scheduled for the session. 
The CPU is then assigned ·to the highest priority job in the CPU queue.· 
RQSTIO 
- . 
------~-----------.--- -
When a job requests an I/0 operation, it takes some time for the 
monitor to recognize the request and assign a peripheral processor to 
process the request, and finally for the peripheral processor to 
process the request. The purpose of the request-I/0 event is to take 
care of the time delay a The· RQSTIO routine assigns a disk unit to 
the job by drawing a random number a The busy state of the disk.is 
then checked o"' If the disk is busy, the request is pu~ in the disk 
stacko If the disk is idle, ~he end of I/0 event: is scheduled for 
the job. 
ENDIO 
After the completion of the I/0 operation, the job is ready to 
• 
resume computationo The job is pl.aced in the CPU queueo The busy 
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state of the CPU ·is checked. If the CPU :ls busy, the job remains in 
the CPU queue., If th,e CPU is idle, the d :ispatcher is called to dis-
patch the highest priority job. The disk stack is then checked~ 
If the disk stack is empty or none of the jobs requires t:he services 
of the particular disk, the disk is set to idle; otherwise an end-
of-I/0 event is scheduled. 
ENDJOB 
·When a job terminates, it takes some time for the monitor to 
assign a peripheral processor to perform the termination procedu~.e, 
i.e., to release control point, close ·fil.es, .. ·etc. The ENDJOB routine 
-
takes care of the time delay. The routine checks· to see if there are 
any cards to be punched. If 'the card punch is needed by the job, 
the busy state of the punch is checked. If the punch is busy, the 
job is put in the punch queue. If the punch is idle, an end of 
punching event (ENDPNCH) is scheduled for the job. The busy state 
of the printer is then checked. If the p-rinter is busy, the job is 
put in the printer queue; otherwise, an end~of-printing event is 
scheduled. 
ENDPRINT 
. 
The job leaves the system by the printer. Some statistics are 
gathered here CD The printer queue is checked o · If the queue is empty, 
the printer is set to idle., If jobs are waiting to be processed, 
the highest priority job is assigned to the printer o An end-of-
printing event is scheduledo 
ENDPNCH 
• 
Some jobs leave by the printer as well as by the puncho The time 
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a job leaves the system is: determined by whicheve·r occurs last, the 
end of. punching or· the end of printingo Some statistics are collected 
here o The punch queue is examined o If the queue is empty, the punch 
is set to idle. If jobs are waiting to be processed, the highest 
priority job is selected and assigned to the punch. An end of punch-
ing event is scheduled. 
LOGINS 
The arrival of an INTERCOM user at a terminal is indicated by 
· the log-in event (LOGINS) • Routine LOGINS draws a random number to 
determine whetqer the job is remote batch or interactive. If the 
_. <'1. . - . job is interactive, session characteristics such as the total CPU 
. . . . time for the session and the total PP time are generated. The first 
. "- console session is then scheduled. If the 'job is remote batch, the 
LOGINS routine calls the job generator which generates character-
istics for the job. An end of card i-~~ding event is scheduled for 
the remote batch job. The next 1og-in event is then scheduled. 
CONSOLE 
The CONSOLE event marks the' end of-the console portion of a 
transactiona The job characteristics necessary for the execution 
of the transaction are generated e The occurrence of the next I/0 
operation is generated and stored in one of the attributesG. The 
transaction is put in the INTERCOM input queue, and a control point 
requ,ested o .. If a control point is ~ot available, the transaction 
. ' 
remains in the· input queueo If a cont.rol point is available, it is 
assigned to the ·oldes.t job in the input queueo Memory is then re-
quested a If memory is available~ an end of loading event (El'fDLOAD) 
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is scheduled. If memory is .. not available, a roll-out is attemptedo 
If no job can be rolled out, another roll-out attempt (ROLOUT) is 
scheduled. A rolled-out batch job goes into the roll-out queue. 
ROLOUT I, 
' 
The ROLOUT event is scheduled if roll-out attempts are un-
successful. This routine merely calls the scheduler to schedule an 
INTEicoM job. The scheduler does not have to roll-out a job if 
memory has become available since the ROLOUT event was scheduled. 
LOGOUTS 
' 
· The log-out event (L.OGOUTS) marks the end of a user session. 
Appropriate statistics are collected at this point. 
UPDATES 
' 1·· 
The UPDATES routine *pdate~ job priorities in the input queue, 
output queue and the CPU queue •. UPDATES reschedules_ itself o The, 
. ' 
time intervals betw.een successive prio~ity updates of the input queue, 
the output· queue and the CPU queue are input parameters. 
ENDSIM 
The ENDSIM routine terminates the simulation. ·'Final statistics 
are collected on busy states of all the facilities before the simu-
lation is terminatedo 
OTHER ROUTINES 
The SCHEDLT routine schedules time-sharing jobso The routine 
is called only when there is a control point availableo It selects 
' 
· the oldest job in the INTERCOM input queue (or swap area) and attempts 
• 
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to assign memory to it. If sufficient memory is not available, it 
attempts a roll-out; and if no job can be rolled out, it schedules 
the ROLOUT event which attempts to schedule the job at a later 
time. The SCHEDLT routine schedules ENDLOAD event when a job is 
assigned memory. 
SCHEDLB 
The SCHEDLB routine schedules batch jobs. This routine is 
, --~-- --- -- . Q- - . . ., t . . .. - ' 
. called only if a control point is available. SCHEDLB scans the 
input queue from the highest priority job down. The highest pri-
ority job not exceeding available memory is assigned memory space. 
The SCHEDLT rout~ne schedules the end of loading event (ENDLOAD) 
,• 
if the job is assigned memory. 
DSPATCH . , . 
• 
The DSPATCH routine is the dispatcher. It is called only when 
the CPU is idle. It removes the highest priority job in the CPU 
queue.and schedules the·closest interruption. 
. ~-
The general structure of the,, simulation model and the flow of batch . 
and interactive jobs through the model have been described in this section.·. 
The functions of the event routines and a number of, speci£lµzed routines 
have also been presentedo The devel_opment · of the model at the task and 
transaction levels imposes a number of requirements on the data necessary 
.· 
to run· the model o . The input data required· t:o drive the model is de~. · .. · . . .... ·----
scribed in· the next section. 
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3.3.5 Inpu~ Data Requirements 
The two types .of data distinguished in the model are GASP and no
n-
GASP data. · GASP data are those which are read by the GASP routines, 
and non.-GASP data are all other data supplied to the model. The non-
GASP data cards are referred to as model confiuration('.ards; they in-
clude hardware configuration and rate cards, software parameter ca
rds,. 
and control· poin·t assignment cards. The model configuration cards 
are · 
described in Appendix B. 
There are eight types of GASP d.ata cards. The GASP data cards are 
described in detail by Pritsker and Kiviat -(41), and will not be described 
-
-in this thesis. The distribution parameter cards are described in A
ppen-
· dix C. 
The ·simulation· of batch and interactive jobs at the task and command 
·or transaction levels respectively requires that data on tasks a
nd trans-
actions be supplied to the model. Data supplied to the model was ob-
tained from the Day File analysis report, "LUCC Daily Operating Stat
is-
. tics" (9)"". The data on batch jobs obtained from the Day File analysis 
report, even though at the job level rather than at the task level, could 
be used without any modification. Tasks are identified in the model 
be-
~ 
cause they place different demands on the system
9 s resourceso The ele-
ment which determines task requirements in the model is central memory 
spaceo If the CM core requirement of a job does not change during exe-
cution, the job can be considered as consisting of only one task, even 
'', 
though it may .consist of COffl:pilation~ execution and file manipulat
ion 
1 .. 
·, 
processes e A ta,~k can now be redefined as the comp~tational wor
k between 
• 
successive memory requestso This redefinition of a task allows th
e Day 
d 85 
A.'•i, 
• 
, 
0 
File data to be used to run the modelo The av
erage number of t·asks· or 
memory requests per job has to be supplied for the two classes 
of batch 
jobs 9 instructional and non-instructional jobs. Remote bat
ch jobs are 
considered to be non-instructionalo 
The data on I·NTERCOM jobs suppli~d by the Day File repor
t was at: the 
session· 1evel, rather than at the command or tran
saction levelo Detailed 
statistics on interactive transactions could not 
be obtained. This was a 
significant handicap in the project. The regular Day Files cou
ld not pro-
vide data at the comma~~el; software and ha
rdware monitors would be 
needed to generate data at Jiiat level of detail, 
Sherr (44) has pe~formed 
extensive statistical analysis of interactive jobs at the transa
ction 
. 
level on ·the CTSS {Compatible Time-Sharing System] at MIT. The
 character~ 
istics of transactions on the INTERCOM syst·em w
ere believed to be fairly 
similar to those on the CTSS. The time required 
for a system to respond 
to a user command is perhaps the most important p
erformance measure for 
a time-sharing systemG The response time can
not be predicted if the 
' 
CPU execution time of a transaction is not knowno 
Data collected on 
transactions on the CTSS system was used as in
put to the model because 
of the lack of such data on the INTERCOM systemci 
The primary purpo_se 
of incorporating the time-sharing part of .the sys
tem was not to determine 
the response time in absolute terms, but rather t
o determine the effects 
of changes in system con_figuration and softwar
e parameters on the per-
,- - ---
--.-· --· -
.. -- --
-- .. -· . ~ 
.. ~----', -~ - -· 
,. 
formance of the systemo The use of CTSS data,
 therefor-e,;-·shoiild ncft ··· ·- -·· ···-, 
/j 
seriously affect the validity of the modelo The da
ta taken from Sberr's 
book (44) is shown in Table 3e4a Statistics obtained from the
 SCOPE 
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TABLE 3.4 
·Data on Transactions 
-File Program 
Manipu..;. Input & 
lation Editing· & 
? 
Transaction 
Probability 1.3 6.3 
Avgo Duration of 
0:, Console Portion 
"' of Transaction (sec) . s~2. · .· 33. 
Avg. CPU Time · --
per Transaction (sec)· 1,1 0.4 
Avgo Transactions 
per Task 2.8 10.7 
• 
.· ·.. . _, . 
• 
"· . 
Program 
. I 
Running 
Debugging 
3.0 
. l -
i 
38 · 
, .
1.5 
S.8 
Assembly 
or 
Com:Qilation 
:1.4 
I' 
:_. { 
25. 
3.4 
1.7 
, . 
Misc. 
3.4 
29. 
0.6 
6.3 
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I 
Day .Files -at the session level were also used. For example, the 
total CPU time for a session was used as the cut-off for that 
session. 
' 
This chapter has dealt with the as·sumptions made in the develop-
.·. ment of the model, the features,of the model, the representation and 
generation of jobs, the structure of the simulator, and the input 
' data requirements of the model. The validation of the model and the 
· results of the experiments conducted with the model are discussed 
0 
in the next chapter. 
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CHAPTER 4 
' ·~ ,.~ .. 
4.1 VALIDATION 
The validity of a simulation is a measure of the extent to which the 
model.represents the rea~ system. The validity of a model depends not on 
its ability to precisely duplicate the real system, but on the extent to 
which it satisfies it~ design objectives. The primary design objective 
of this simulation model was that it should be able to predic·~ with a 90 
. 
percent level of confidence the performance of the syst~in terms of 
·turnaround .time, response time, control point dwell, and CPU utilization. 
A coinpu.ter siinulation program may fail to satisfy its design ob-
. 
. 
' 
-
·---···----.. ·---·-·--·-·------ ·. jectives_ either b_ecause of coding e:rrors or logical errors. Coding 
. ' .......... -- ·.-
errors are easier to detect because they usually prevent the program 
from;. running to completion. Logical errors are very d_ifficult to detect. 
Many error checking statements were built into the program to check for 
the reasonableness of the values of key variableso Spec,ia·l error pro-
cessing routines were called to indicate the nature of any erroneous 
conditions. that may have occurred •. "WRITE" statements were used to 
• h 
monitor the operation of the model. 
... 
' -
. ' . 
The validity of a simulation model is difficult to ascertain. Three 
approaches may be used to assure the validity of a simulation modelo 
' . 
Validity may be ·built into a model by the use of parameters, it may be 
assured by comparing run results with those obtained from observation 
of the real system, or it may be checked by soliciting expert opinion 
of simulation ru~ results (34, page 33)e • 
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Validity can be improved by making the model parametric e The 
parame~~rs are variables that denote the state of tue environment and the 
underlying characteristics of the system. The use of parameters permits 
. 
the modification of the model characteristics to match the characteristics 
of the real system and the relationship of the system with its environ-
ment, The parametric approach was used in the development of the model. 
Three parameters ~ere introduced to represent the state of the system in 
r' 
terms of the availabi1ity of peripheral processors. The three parameters 
used in the model were a loading delay, a delay in the recognition of 
· I/0 requests, and a delay in the recognition of the termination of a job. 
These three delay, parameters were describeq in more detail in Section 
-· 3.3.4. These parameters can be adjusted. to .reflect the availability of 
. 
. 
peripheral processors. 
The second validation approach involves the comparison of simulated 
results with actual measurementso This approach, which can be used only 
when' actual measurements are available, was used to validate the model • 
. . 
The actual workloads for four different days were used to' drive the 
modele Two of the days selected occurred during a semester break; the 
o-ther_ two were during the regular semester. Thus, the model was tested 
with a wide range of work.loadso 
The validation was done with an awareness of the assumptions made/ 
during the_ development of the modelo The two most imp~rtant assumptions 
. ·/\. 
were the absence of system malfunction and the fully automatic operation 
of the systemo The data used to validate the model was collected under 
the conditions of constant operator surveillance and interventione 
• 
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Whether or not there were any system problems on the four selected 
days could not be ascertainedo The effect of hardware and software 
), 
problems, if any, could not be determinedo Therefore, in validating 
the model, two key variables which were unlikely to be affected 
greatly by system malfunction or by a ~oderate amount of operator 
intervention were analysed. T-tests were conducted on the two . 
performance variables, control point dwell and CPU utilization. 
Control point dwell is defined as the total time a job spends at a 
control point. CPU utilization is the fraction of time when the 
CPU is busy... The actual performance data obtained from the Day File 
I . 
analysis report was compared with the results of simulation runs. 
The T-test was used to test the hypothesis that the means of control 
point dwell and CPU utilization obtained from the simulator were \the 
· same as the actual means • 
Actual arid simulated values of the performance indicators are 
presented in Table 4.1. The model was.run for 5400 seconds of simu-
lation time. The t~statistics for the average control point dwell 
···'-re· and CPlJ utilization are also shown in Table 4.1. For a large degree 
~--------- -
' 
' 
of freedom and a confidence interval of 90 percent, the critical 
' 
value oft for the T-test is 1.645. This means that, if the hy-
pothesis that the two means are the same is true, there is a 
· pro~ability of 0.90 that the observed value oft will fall in the 
I 
,., 
range -1.645 to +1.645.. If the observed value of t for this test 
1 
is less than 1. 645, the true means are equal. Observation of Table 
5 reveals that the t: statistics for all the four runs are less than 
1.645. The hypothesis that the true means are equal therefore can-
not be rejectedc. 91 
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TABLE 4.1 - · · 
ACTUAL VS. SIMULATED VALUES OF PERFORMANCE INDICA
TORS 
Simulation 
Average Control Point Dwell (sec) 149.7 
Control Point Dwell, 
instructional (sec) 
Control Point Dwell,, 
non-instructional (sec) 
CPU Utilization (percent) 
"' N Utilization of Printer 1 (%) 
Utilization of Printer 2 (%) 
Utilization of Punch(%) 
Intercom Response Time (sec) 
Average CPU Time per Intercom 
Session (sec) 
Average CPU Time per Batch 
Job (sec) 
• 
Average CPU Time,-
. instructional jobs (sec) 
Average CPU Time, 
non-instructional jobs (sec) 
Simulation Run Time {sec) 
'P 
Critical value oft= lo645 
.D 
• • 
... 
62.9 
-175.0 
42.8% 
86% 
83% 
9% 
4.2 
3.9 
21.6 
9.7 
- 25.0 
5400 
• 
i 
• 
Run Ill 
Day File 
154.3 
92.0 
180.5 
43.0 
81% 
81% 
10.5% 
-
3.78. 
19.5 
10.5 
23.3 
• 
T-test 
,t 
' 
0.1011 
• 
-. 0.2851 
•. 
' .. 
.... ·' 
' . 
. . 
. ' . 
• Simulation 
. . . . . . 
91.2 
32.3 
122.2 
35% 
60% 
42% 
7% 
4.3 
5~29 
4.33 
16._74 
5400 
• 
- .:; . 
Run 112 
T-test 
Day File t 
94.4 .123 
48 
120.5 
34% 1 .. 48 
50% • 
50% 
3.8% .· 
.. 
_ .... 
. · -. ; 
-
-.... " 
., 
-
• 
; 
.. I 
4.96 • 
'¥ 
~- - .. 
--
13.2 
4.69 
18.05 
Run #1: Data collected on 3/20/73 
. . 
Run 12: Data collected on 3/23/73 
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TABLE 4.1 
• 
ACTUAL VS. SIMULATED VALUES OF PERFPRMANCE INDICATORS 
i: . 
·< 
~verage Control Point Dwell (sec) 
Control Point Dwell 9 
instructional (sec) 
Control Point Dwell, 
non-instructional (sec) 
CPU Utilization (percent). 
Utilizat-ion_ of .P-rinter 1 (%) 
Utilization of Printer 2· (%) 
Utilization of Punch (%) 
Intercom Response Time (sec) 
Average CPU Time per Intercom 
Session (sec) 
Average CPU Time per Batch 
Job (sec) 
Average CPU.Time, ,. 
instructional jobs (sec) 
Average CPU Time!) 
" 
non-instructional jobs (sec) 
Simulation Run Time (sec) 
Critical value, of t s lo645 
.. 
Run /13: Data collected 0~ 3/26/73 
Run ?13 
t-test • 
Simulation I}ay File t Simulation 
4 
• 
61.0 66.0 0.291 88.3 
·29.5 29.0 30.1 
• 
120.1 126.0 178.8 
. 
; 
2a.2· • 28.6 0.594 23.6 
57 .2· 50.0 47.0 
36.5 so·.o # 34.b 
1s.o· 11.0 9.4 
4.22 
i 4.85 · 
-
; 
i : 
' ' 
' 
3.39 . 3.99 
' ._, 3.55 ' 
... 
8.81 10.37 8.36 
. ·' .. 
. ; 
: :· 
3.68 3.5 
; 3.06 .. j . 
' 
• 
19.0 20.0 ·- 17.26 • 
5400 · 5400 
-. 
.. 
; . 
. ; ' Run #4: Data collected '' , -
. . 
•• 
. . .. 
• 
• 
.. 
• 
-.. ·, .... 
./ 
Run #4 
T-test 
.. 
J?ay File - t 
98.8 · 0.2005 
40.2 
183;0 • 
24.8 1.484 
45.0 
45~0 ... 
.. :. 
9.2 ' . ' . 
! 
! 
-
- 3.15 
9.08 -. -
. -
3.07 
-. 
17.8 
on 4/11/73-
·-
c 
,. ' 
- --,----
• 
• 
a 
- ~ 
,t, 
• 
, 
"" 
• 
, 
/ 
• 
,;-
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The·, F-test was not used in the validation of the model because the · 
empirical distributions for most of the job characteristics were not 
easily estimated from the Day 'File analysis report; only the means and 
the standard deviations were obtained. 
4,2 RESULTS o·F EXPERIMENTATION 
An objective of this project was to study the effect of software 
parameter changes on the performance of the system. Two of the most 
important software parameters in the SCOPE 3.·3 system a-re quantum and 
minimum control point dwell for roll-put. In order to determine the 
effect of these two software parameters on the performance of the system, 
a factor analysis experiment was conducted using the analysis of variance 
technique. The results of the experiment are presented below in Section 
4.2.1. 
A question of great interest is how the number of control points 
available to interactive, express and normal batch jobs affects the per-
formance of the·systemo A separate experiment was conducted to determine 
the effect of control point availability on key performance measures. 
The results of this experiment are presented in Section 4o2o2, 
4.2.1 Effect of Quantum and Minimum Dwell .Q!l System Performance 
The analysis of vari~nce can be used to determine whethe>or not 
certain factors -or their interactions affect the performance of a system.· 
. . 
In this experiment, the effects of two factors·, quantum and minimum con-
trol point dwell for 'a roll-out, on the performance of the system wer·e_ 
. 
analysed, Two levels were selected for quantum, 0 o 5., and 2 o O seconds o 
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Three levels were selected for minimum dwell, 0.0, 8.0 and 30.0 seconds. -
The effects of· these two factors ·and their interat{o·n on turnaround 
time, response time, and control point dwell were analysed using the 
analysis of variance technique. 
Table 4.2 shows the mean values of turnaround time, response time, 
control point dwell, CPU utilization, and throughput for six comb.i-
nations of quantum and minimum dwell values. Table 4o2 shows that 
-
there is a high degree of interaction among the ·two factors.· When 
quantum is two, the minimum control point dwell has a linear effect 
· on all the performance variables. Turnaround time and control point 
dwell decrease with increased minimum dwell; response time increases 
with increased minimum dwell. When quantum· is 0.5 seconds, however, 
the effect of minimum control point dwell on the performance vari-, 
ables is highly non-linear (see Table 4. 2) • This observed non-
linearity is not unreasonable. In a recent article on the state of 
art in operating system performance, Lynch (31) stated that the 
I 
.. 
response of an operating system to various workloads and/or software 
parameters tends to be highly non-linear because of the high degree 
of intreraction among the modules of the operating systemo 
The LEAPS (Lehigh amalgamated package ,for statistics) program was 
-
used to perform the analysis of varianceo The F-ratios and. the means 
obtained in the analysis of variance are presented in Table 4o3o The·F-
ratio indicates the degree to which a factor affects. the performance of 
the system., The analysis of variance was performed for turnaround time, 
\ \ 
response time, and control point dwello For turnaround time, the F-
ratios for ~uantum~ minimum dwell~ and the interaction of the tw~. factors 
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TABLE 4.2 
·SUMMARY OF FACTOR ANALYSIS 
Control 
·Turnaround 
Time 
· Response 
Time 
Point 
Dwe1·1 
__ .........,. Ill = ... 11,J ,. b ... t ··------
• I• 
-
381.1 6.37 70.87 
. ·- " 
338.0 . ,. 7. 5. · "68.49 
i . 
506,3 6.86 85.39 -
412.0 .5.31 ·87.0 
' . J$J 
' . 
'361.0 
- .::=-
- 6.19 . 75.79, 
256.0 6.3 62.4 
. . ' . . 
5· .. ; .. - ,' . . . .-
. ' . 
- .............. 
... 
/ 
~-----
-. '-··. - :.- • < • 
., . 
:i 
- ... ~ 
. - ' 
... 
-0 
l._._ 
a . 
-
-;- •• 
CPU Batch 
Utilization . , Throughput 
..; ... • I 6• 
. . 
. . 
. 
29.09 100.05 
29.l~, 97.4 
/ 
32.69 
. 
98.0 
.. 
. 
27.65 100.05 
. ~ -
28.4i 99.4 
28 .51 · 100.05 
. - .' . 
' . 
_0 
• 
.' I 
,. . .·' 
~ j,. 
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) TABLE 4.3 
~· · RESULTS OF THE ANALYSIS OF VARIANCE 
FACTOR A= Quantum 
. '• . ,FACTOR B = Minimum Control Point Dwell 
_.,,. i 
Turnaround 
Time 
Response 
· Time 
Control Point 
. Dwell 
.. 
'.·- ~ 
J 
Turnaround 
Time (sec) 
Response 
Time (sec) 
Control Point 
Dwell (sec) 
-. 
• 
. ' . ·-.. 
~ 
. # 
,.....--~ ' . I ----.... 
F ~ RATIO 
Factor A Factor B 
.• 
. 4.,6 
. 
0.75 
5.0 2.08 
o.o 0.71 
.. . 
---- - . -· ---··' ---,-~· .... -. , ..... , .. - ---- _,_ -~ 
_MEANS FOR FACTOR A 
.Factor A •· .... -···-···-· .. ·--·-··-
- 2.0 ) 
344.3 
. s. 18 
., 
) ;; 
,· 
75.0 
'· 
; 
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. . 
... . . 
Interaction 
of A&B 
9.74 
-
- ·- . 
. . 
_.._.' . '_., 
'. 
.. ----- ... _, .. ____ -'---'--
- _., ~ , . -. ·r .. 0.16. 
,. -· 
' 
- '. ' 
. ' 7.63 
. ' 
Factor B 
- 0.5 
-
409.6 
' 
·' 
6.85 
75.2 
' . 
• 
' \ / 
r;P) 
' . I ' • 
. 
' I 
. . , 
; 
. 
/ 
. ' . 
',, '\ 
... ,"' , .. 
I_' • 
Turnaround 
Time (sec) 
Response 
Time (sec) . 
Control Point 
·Dwell (sec) 
. _:. 
' -· \. \ 
.. 
- .. 
~Turnaround 
Time (sec) 
• 
Response 
Time (sec) 
Control Point 
Dwell (s~c) 
. . . . 
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TABLE 4.3 (cont'd) 
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MEANS FOR FACTOR B 
. 
Factor B 
= o.o 
397. 7 
s. 75 
-. . 
78.7 
/ 
.. 
> -- ""i, 
' . 
··- ., 
Factor B 
= 8.0 
352.6 
. . 
6.94; 
72.6 
. 
, MEANS FOR INTERACTION (AB) 
·-· 
Factor ~Fae.tor B B 
'A o.o 8.0 -
2.0 413.6 366 .4 · 
0.5 331.9 - ~--- ·----~-- -- - 338.8 
2.0 5.31 6.21 
0.5 · 6.19 7 .67" 
'-" 2.0 87.0 76.1" 
o.s 70.5 69.2 
, Factor B 
: -, .. ,. ·.• .. ,t,'" 
s: 30.0 
380.5 
6.25· 
' .. 
73.9 
B 
30.0 
257.8 
····---·--·------ .. 
508.2 
-5.81 
·' 6 .69 
~ . 
· 61.9 
85.9 
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.. were 4.6, 0.75 and 9.70., respectively. for a significance level alpha 
(o() of Ool6 and 145 degrees of freedom (numerator arid denominator) the (J 
' / 
critical value of Fis la 20. This means that any- factor whose F-ratio 
is greater than 1.2 significantly affects the p~rformance measureG For 
_ turnaround time, the F-ratios for quanttijll and the interaction be-
.. j 
tween quantum and minimum dwell were greater than lo2o It can be j 
•.'l:•1' ... ,)·-·· 
concluded that quantum and the interaction between quantum and 
minimum dwell signific~ntly affect the turnaround time. 
A similar analys~s shows that both the quantum and the mini-
mum dwell si_gnificantly affect the resp<?nse time of interactiv~_-
jobs. The B:nalysi_s also shows that the interaction between the two 
factors does not affect. the response time.·_· 
Analysis also shows that neither quant.um nor minimum dwell _ 
affects the batch control point dwell significan~ly; the inter-
action between the twQ,!_factors, howev~r, signif_icantly affects 
control point dwell. 
.·· 
·,·, . 
• 
4.2.2 Control Point Availability Experiments 
In order to determine the-effect on system perform~ce of varying 
the number of control points available to batch and interactive jobs, 
four experiments were conductedG In the first experiment, the number. 
of INTERCOM control points was fixed at two, the number-of ,express 
control points was fixed at one, and the number of control points 
' 
available to normal batch jobs was varied from one to four o Four 
runs were made; the results are summarized in Table 4o4o 
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TABLE 4.4 
SYSTEM PERFORMANCE SUMMARY, VARYING 
BATCH CONTROL POINT AVAILABILITY 
• 
Number of Normal Control Points 
Throughput (per hr) 
Turnaround Time (sec) 
Control Point Dwell (sec) 
Response Time (sec) 
QI Occupancy (%) 
CPU Utilization(%) 
Utilization of Print~r 1 (%) 
Utilization of Printer 2 (%) · 
Utilj.zation of Control Point 1 (%) 
Utilizatio~ of Control Point 2 (%) 
Utilization Qf Control Point 3 (%) 
Utilization ·of Control Point 4 (%) 
Utilization of Control Point 5 (%) 
Utilization of Control Point 6 (%) 
Utilization of Control Poirit 7 (%) 
Waiting Time in Input Queue (sec) 
Waiting Time in CPU Queue (sec) 
1 
89.0 
J77.2 
58.3 
5.43 
41.6 
27.65 
63.8 
41.3 
l2ol 
70.6 
1.3 
78.1 
-
-
-
2 
94.0 
618a5 
7608 
5a73 
50~5 
30;3 
SOaS 
41.3 
11.8 
65.4 
1.9 
75.3 
69.8 
-
-
· Waiting Time in Printer Queue (sec) 
497 .5 
0.07 
-10. 5 
451.9 
0.90 
5.8 
.. 
INTERCOM Control Points are 1 and J· 
. r .. 
' 
Expres·s Control Point is 2 
Normal Batch ·Control Points are any of 4, 5, 6, 7 · 
· Simulation Run· Time-= 5400 seconds 
• 
. . ' ' 
• 
' I j •' ' ' • • o ' + • • o t , ' ' • I ' ' o ' • ' • • • o 
o 
1 
' ' O ' ' • ' ' • I o > I I o I ' ' H" 
100 
l'.l 
3 
99.5 
361.9 
751) 79 
6.19 
'49.1 
28.41 
60.28 
40.26 
7.4 
59.2 
0.3 
65.35 
51.48 
37.00 
-
15307 
.12 
8.-8 
• 
• 
4 
9906 
315. 3 
82. 5 
6.0 
48o4 
3lo4 
58.6 
44 0 9 
8.25 
59.21 
0.25 
61. 7 
46.3 
34. 11 
20o3 
104 G 0 
0.13 
8.8 
' \. 
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Reducing the number of control points available to batch jobs 
greatly altered the performance of the systemo One has to be, 
very much aware of the objective of the system before reducing 
' . 
' 
•'' . 
the number of control pointso The results show that a. reduction 
" 
in the number of control points from four to one decreased 
. 
and therefore optimized the control point dwell. However, 
the reduction also doubled the turnaround time and decreased the through-
. 
put. Examination of Table 4.4 also shows that a reduction in· the number 
. of control points ava~lable to batch jobs ·;1.mproved INTERCOM"'response time. 
The advisaoility of reducing the number of batch control points therefore 
\ 
depends on the objective one has in mind. If one is trying to optimize . 
· throughput and turnaround time, then a reduction is not advisable. If, 
however, one is interested in· improving the INTERCOM response time, then 
a r~duction in the number of batch control points will give the desired 
effect. One has to near in mind that the improvement in response time 
(10%} was far outweighed by· the deterioration in turnaround time (115%). 
The first arid second experiments ·were conducted with INTERCOM usage 
,. 
-
at a 111oderate level, about 20 sessions per hour'II ln the second experi- - ~ 
• 
ment, the number of express· and normal batch control points was kept fixed 
at one and two respectivelyo Three simulation runs were made with the 
number of INTERCOM control. points varying from one to threeo The results 
of the three runs are summarized in Table 4050 At low levels of INTERCOM 
usage, increasing the number of INTERCOM control points from tw'o to three 
• ·- .. _ .. N.,. Ii<, ..... ·-••-••••, ...... , .......
. 0, •• -- ""'"• ••• , .. - ..... , ..........
. ·---.~ ••••••• --• •··-·-'•"·•-<"> 
• ! 
had little effect on the total performance of the systemo Decreasing the 
.. 
. 
number of INTERCOM control po!nts from two to one, however, drastic~lly 
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TABLE 4.5 
SYSTEM PERFORMANCE SUMMARY, VARYING 
INTERCOM CONTROL POINT AVAILABILITY 
. , ~" .. , ... 
No. of~ INTERCOM Control Points 
INTERCOM Throughput (per hr) 
Batch· Throughput {per hr) 
Turnaround Time (sec)· 
Control Point Dwell (sec) --· 
Response Time (sec) 
CM Occupancy(%) 
CPU Utilization(%) 
Utilization of Printer 1 (%) 
Utilization of Printer 2 (%) 
Utilization of Control Point 1 (%) 
Utilization of Control Point 2 (%) 
Utilization of Control Point 3 (%) 
Utilization of Control Point 4 (%) 
Utilization of Control Point 5 (%) 
Utilization of Control Point 6 (%) 
Utilization of Control Point 7 (%) 
Waiting Time in Input Queue (sec) 
Waiting Time in CPU Queue (sec) 
Waiting Time in Printer Queue (se~) 
1 
16 
99.0 
372.0 
76.4~_, 
6073 
5lo38 
30008 
57 CD 95 
4lo 52 
11.59 
58.73 
-
71.9 
63.1 
-
-
167.74 
0.11 
10.95 
2 
20 
99.0 
61805 
76086 
5.73 
51.5 
30.32 
50.5 
41.4 
11.85 
&5.45 
1.92 
75.32 
69.8 
-
-
451. 9· 
0.09 
5.86 
3 
22 
99.0 
. 636 0 9 
78.5 
5.73 
51.6 
30.32 
50.5 
4lo4 
11.85 
65.45 
1.92 
0.0 
75.32 
69.8 
-
451.9 
Oo09 
5.86 
• 
i INTERCOM Control Points are any of 1, 3, 4 
. . 
...• 
,· 
Express Control Point is 2 
Normal Batch Control Points are 5, 6 
Simulation' Run Time= 5400 seconds 
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affected the performance of the system; ~lie response time for time-sharing 
jobs deteriorated; average turnaround time for batch jobs improved signifi-
t" 
cantlyo 
This experiment was conducted with INTERCOM usage at an 
99average" 
level of about 20 sessions per houro The average was obtained by dividing 
the total riumber of user sessions by the number of hours of system oper-
ation. In reality, there is no average INTERCOM usage; INTERCOM usage is 
eithe~ high or low. In order to determine, more realistically~ the 
effect of INTERCOM control point availability on the performance of 
the system, another experiment was conducted with INTERCOM usage at 
a level of about 4 .. 0 sessions 1>er hour. 
The results of this experiment are presented in Table 4. 6. The 
• 
(results ~how that interactive response time improved with an increase 
in the number of control points available to INTERCOM jobs. In-
creasing the number of INTERCOM control points, from one to two 
and from two to th~ee, had a non-linear effect on batch job turn-
around time and control point dwello Both turnaround time and 
control point dwell were worst when the number of INTERCOM control 
points was twoe The results of this experiment indicate that the 
optimal st_rategy during periods of high INTERCOM usage would be to 
assign three co·ntrol points to INTERC9M, one to express batch· jobs, 
and two to normal batch jobso 
The above strategy makes use of all the seven control points 
(one for system routines such as·JANUS)o Another strategy that 
makes use of all the available control points is to assign two con-
' . 
trol points to INTERCOM job~, one to express jobs and.three to normal 
" 
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batch jobs. This strategy and the ·one indicated ir· -this experiment 
to be optimal were compared in another experiment" The performance 
of the system for the two control point assignment-strategies is 
shown in Table 4.7. 
The results of Table 4. 7 demonstrate that .there is a trade-off 
between interactive response time and batch turnaround time. The 
choice of a control point assignment strategy depends or, the per-
formance measures which are being bptimizedo If one is attempting 
· · to improve interactive response time, then the first strategy, two 
. ' 
· · normal batch and three INTERCOM control points, is the preferred 
approach. If batch turnaround time is the perfo~ance measure 
-
being optimized, ·then the second strategy, three batch and two. 
': -· ' 
·INTERCOM control points, is desirable • 
• 
The control point availability experiments lead to a number 
of conclusions. The first is that, generally, the greater the . 
. 
. 
number of control points available to a class of jobs, the better 
· the performance of the system for ·,that class of jobs GI This means 
. . 
that all the seven control po~nt.s availa}?le to jobs should be used 
at all times·o The second conclusion is that the proper definition 
. --~ 
of system objective is very importanto The choice of the wrong 
performance measure can result in suboptimization and a degradation 
of the total performance of the system. 
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TABLE 4.6 
SYSTEM PERFORMANCE .SUMMARY, VARYING 
INTERCOM CONTROL POINT ASSIGNMENTS 
• No. of INTERCOM Control Points (N) 
' : ,. 
:""-· ·~·. 
' ,. ~: y - ••• 
. ,f 
. I 
_INTE~COM Throughput (per hr) 
Batch Throughput (per hr) 
Turnaround Time (sec) 
Control Point Dwell (sec) 
Response Time (sec) 
CM Occupancy(%) 
CPU Utilization (%)-. -
• I 
Utilization of Printer 1 ·-(%) 
Utilization of Printer 2 (%) 
Utilization of.Control Point 1 (%) 
Utilization of Control Point 2 (%) 
Utilization of Control Point 3 (%) 
Utilization of Control Point 4 (%) 
Utilization of Control Point 5 (%) 
Utilj.zation of Control Point 6 (%) 
Utilization of Control Point 7 (%) 
Waiting Time in Input Queue (sec) 
Roll-out~ per Hour 
fl 
Average Time in Roll-out Queue (sec)· 
Waiting Time in Printer Queue (sec) 
'N=l 
37 
89 
567.8 
77.9 
6.6 
57.12 
31. 79 
59. 9 
38.4 
23.4 
65.9 
73. 5 
69.6 
-
-
360.8 
57 
34.08 
8.11 
INTERCOM Control Points are any of 1, 3, 4 
Express Control Point is 2 
Normal Batch Control Points are 5, 6 
Simulation Run Time= 5400 seconds 
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N=2 
36 
88 
'1039 0 9 
94ol 
6.27 
57.92 
34.9 
64.1 
41.8 
20.78 
80.9 
6.1 
84.0 
79.2 
-
-.. 
815.2 
67 
39.36 
8.8 
.,r 
N=3 
38. 
90.5 
469.3 
78 .. 4 
5.71 
50.7 
,,29 0 29 
57.1 
39.0 
21.33 
65.52 
5.28 
74.96 
63.04 
.05 
267.4 
66 
33.5 
7015 
... 
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TABLE 4.7 
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I i •• 
COMPARISON OF TWO CONTROL POINT ASSIGNMENTS 
. ., , ' No. of Control Points 
, · '•-•· ' - ~ •·• - •n •• • •' "~• ~._- -·~, -,••- • ,;- .; -; ~~ ,.•, _ ., .......... ', •• ~ 1, -.- .. _-,-,-,.-., ;,~_,,..,.....,,,.., _..-, .. -.,,._,, r......-•o --- .,.,. ... ,,__,.,, ~-.... ":"-'I~ ,cc, '" • ,-_- ,_,, . , , 
INTERCOM Throughput (per hr) 
/ Batch Throughput {per hr) 
Turnaround ·rime (sec) 
Co.nt.rol Point Dwell (sec) 
Res.ponse Time, (sec) 
CM Occupancy · (%) 
CPU Utilization (%)·. ·'·'·· · 
.. . 
' .-.......... . 
. Utilization of Printer 1, (%) 
~, Utilization of Printer 2· (%) 
. ' .} . 
1, • 
Utili~ation of Control Point 1 (%) 
Util~zation of Control Po~nt 2 (%) 
Utilization of Control Point 3 (%) 
Utilization of Control Point 4 (%) 
Utilization of Control Point 5 (%) 
Utilization of Control Point 6 (%) 
Utilization of Control Point 7 (%) 
Waiting Time in Input Queue (sec) 
Roll-outs per Hour 
Average Time in Roll-out Queue (sec) 
Waiting Time in Printer Queue (sec) 
Simulation ·Run Time= 5400 seconds 
' . 
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2 Batch 3 Batch 
3 INTERCOM 2 INTERCOM 
38 38 
90.5 99.5 
46903 36407 
78o4 78a0 
5o71 6025 
50o7 550 7 
29.29 33o2 
5701 58.2 
39o0 43.2 
2la33 1608 
. 65 .. 52 57o5 
5.28 3.0 
74.96 68.9 
63 .. 04 54o0 
0.5 40.8 
- -
267e4 16005 
66 70 
33.5 30011 
. 7 .15 80 7 
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. . SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS 
The objectives o·f the project were to develop a comprehensive and 
valid simulation model of the CDC 6400 under the S'COPE
 3.3/INTERCOM 3e0 
operating system, and to use the model to study how th
e performance of 
the system is affected by changes in the workload, syst
em configuration, 
• 
· · and software parameters. · , 
The first chapter in this thesis outlined the three ap
proaches used 
.. 
in the evaluation of computer systems. The approache~ 
discussed were 
·,, 
monitori11g, analytical evaluation, and simulation.
 The current state of 
. 
the art in the simulation of computer systems was also
 presented. 
Information on the CDC SCOPE operating system is not 
widely avail-. 
able. eThe second chapter therefore described both the
 hardware and the 
software of the CDC 6400 system in fairly great detailo 
The remainder 
. of the thesis was devoted to the description ~f the m
odel which was 
developed for the CDC system, and the experiments which
 were conducted 
with the·modelo 
One main design· criteria was that the simulation model 
had to be 
0 
able to predict the performance of the system with a 90 
percent level 
<,;., 
of confidenceo The key p~rformance measures used in the 
evaluation 
study were batch turnaround time, interactive response t
ime, batch 
. 
control point dwell, and CPU utilizationo This cho
ice of performance 
· measures necessitated the modeling of interactive jobs at the comma
nd 
level a11d batch jobs at the task level-o 
• 
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Most,of the features of the computer system were incorporated in the 
' 
modelo Perhaps the most significant aspect of this simulation model was 
that it incorporated both batch and interactive job processing in the 
same modelo The interactions between the processing of batch and inter-
- . 
active jobs could therefore be studiedo. Roll-in/roll-out which is a 
result of the interaction between batch and interactive jobs and also of 
dynamic memory requests was incorporated into the model. The roll-in/ 
roll-out feature included the use of a variable, minimum control point 
. 
dwell for a_ roll-out, to prevent a batch job from being rolled out until· 
it had resided at a control point for a specified amount of time. 
The only aspect of the CDC 6400 system that was not modeled directly 
was the pool of peripheral processors. The ef fee ts of the availability 
of pool PP's were modeled by the use of three delay,parameters. These 
parameters which represented the state of the system in terms of PP 
-.availability improved the validity of ·the model. An iterative procedure 
was used to .obtain a combination of values of the three parameters. 
In validating the model, four runs were made with different work-
loads. The results of the simulation runs were compared, using the T-
test, -witl1 the· actual performance of the system as obtained from the Day 
-File analysis report, LUCC Daily Operating Statistics. 
dation tuns passed the T-testo 
- .....•... -.. , ...... - ....... , .. ·.··-·· ·-· ,,,_ ...... ,,., .. • .... ~ . ·-· .. - .... ~. -·--· ........ - --· 
All four vali-
·. A nul?lber of experiments were conducted with the model11 The effect 
of reducing the number of control points available to b~tch and inter-
' 
active jobs was studied. It was found that, in general, the greater 
the number of. control points available to batch jobs_, the better the 
108 
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turnaround, time. Likewise, the greater the number of control points 
available to interac t.ive jobs, the better the response time. It is 
therefoi:'e better to keep, .. a-1:t{he control points active. The results also 
• <a.\,, ...... 
showed that a proper definition of overall system objective is. very 
important. For example, if one were to choose 'Control point dwell as 
the performance measure to be optimized, one would use a strategy which 
would be optimal for control point dwell, but which would drastically de-
grade . turnaround time and not improve response time. 
An analysis of variance was conducted to deternrine the effect of 
( - .. ) 
quantum and minimum control point dwell for roll-out on the performance. 
of the· system. It was found that, in general, an increase in the- mi i-
mum control point dwell improved turnaround time and degraded 
response time. The effect 1 of quantum was non-linear; more studies wou 
. . { ,' ,·, 
'·-· .. 
be needed to establish an o.ptimal value for this important variable. 
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SUGGESTIONS FOR FURTHER WORK 
, .. 
An operating system consists of subsys~ems such as. job· initi-
' 
· \ · - ators, schedulers, dispatchers, .disk request processors and job \, / 
. , 
. . . 
-.. 
' .. 
.. 
. ·. ··' 
' ,. . 
\ 
·' 
.. , 
. .. 
,1 I 
\ r' 
•.; 
terminators. . A substantial amount of information has been accum.u- · 
~ated on the behavior of subsystems of operating systems. The inter-
,, 
. . 
actions among the subsystems are, however, very poorly understood. 
' A great deal of work ·has to be done in the area of operating system 
• 
- ·' 
sub~ystem interactions • /' 
Response time is perhaps the most· imp~rtant· measure of effective-· ·1 · 
ness for a time-sharing. system. To be able to predict response time, 
a s_imulation model has to model. time-sharing jobs at the command level. 
A model at the command level requires · input data at the transaction 
( 
·. leve1. Such data is _unavailable on the SCOPE system._ The develop-
ment of a sys~em · to gather data on INTERCOM usage at the command 
leve1 will be very useful in any detailed :evaluation of the time-
... sharing part of the system. · 
~······ ... . . . 
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GLOSSARY OF TERMS 
1 _{'' • -
·ACTIVE JOB - a job in central memory which is ready to use the central 
processor ( 
BUFFER - a temporary storage device used to compensate for a difference 
in the rate of flow from one device to another 
CENTRAL MEMORY (CM) - fast access core memory used to store programs 
which are in execution 
-
J 
CENTRAL PROCESS ING UNIT (C})U) - the unit of a computer system which 
contains the arithmetic and logical units 
CONTROL POINT - ·an area, of central memory .. partitioned· off_~y SCOPE for 
.. a user job 
CFU BURST - time .interval between two successive input/output reQuests-
DATA CHANNEL - specialized processing unit that transfers data bidirec-
_.tionally between an I/0 device and the memory of a peripheral 
) 
' frocessor 
. ' '· 
DAYFILE ~ the system· job accounting file which rec-ords co11trol cards as 
they are processed and syst~ messages for jobs 
·. · nisK-STACK. ~ a queue of disk I/0 requests waiting to be processed by the 
.stack processor 
DISK STORAGE~ storage device on which information is recorded on the 
magnetizable surf ace of a rotating di.sk 
. 
DISPATCHING - the process of selecting which of the jobs in central 
memory (ieee51 in the active .1ob mix) will use the central processing 
unit next 
• 
·111 
s 
' 
f 
·' 
r 
..... 
• 
I 
EXECUTION - a. program is·said to be in execution at a specified processor 
such as the CPU if the program is in control of that processor and 
the processor is executing instructions belonging to the program 
EXTENDED CORE STORAGE (ECS) - ·a core storage· device which may be con-
nected directly ·to ·~he central memorye Data are transferred bi-
. 
,. 
directionally between ECS and CM at nearly CM speed under the 
.... 
control of the CPU; ·programs cannot execute in ECS •. 
INTERACTIVE JOB - a job submitted via a remote console or teletype 
where there is an alternation of job output and user input •. Also 
referred .to as a conversational .ion. 
. .. 
I~NTERCOM .. a system of programs wJ::tich.allows jobs to be submitted to a 
. .· - ,>-·- -
CDC 6000 ·s:eries co~puter .on a. time-shared basis with other remote 
• • 
·. -- ./<' 
• 
· jobs and locally suBmitted jobs 
-------------····· 
INTERRUPT. - a hardware facility that causes the central processor to 
\ 
suspend exe~cution, save its s\atu.s, and transfer control to an 
. ' 
interrupt hand]~e.r ·. 
JOB :-. a unit of c~Jmp~-t,~tional work which is independent of all other. 
j" obs concurr.f{r,1\tly in the system 
JOB STEP - a un-t·t oif· work of a job. A job is made up of one or more job 
steps su.s·!l :as compilation, loading, executiono 
LOG~IN - the .f,n,itiation of a terminal user session 
LOG~OUT - ,the termin-~tion of. a terminal user session 
I 
LUCC - Lehigh Un~vetsity Computer Center 
,. 
MULTIPROCESSING - tv10 or more central processing uni ts simultaneously 
execute parts of the same program or different programs 
.112 
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MULTIPROGRAMMING - the concurrent residence of two or more prog-rams in 
. 1 the central memory 
.MULTI-USER JOB - a program.that can be used concurrently by several user 
I \, '., • ·.', • , 
). 
,• 
jobs • . : · Also referred to as a reentrant program. 
OPERATING SYSTEM -. an integrated set of control programs and processing 
'., 
p;ograms designed to maximize the· .use of a computer system's re- : : ·. 
sources and.to reduce the complexity involved in preparing a pro-
~ gram for execution on the computer 
' ' ............. . 
,11-:''~ ................... ,., ....... ~ .. .. 
OVERHEAD - time spent by the system (CPU) in performing system --func.t.ions · • 
such as. scheduling which cannot be charged to a specific user 
PERIPHERAL PROCESSOR (PP} _- a small special-purpose computer that- per-
" G· 
- \. . 
,t'' . forms .I/0 and supervisory functions 
rP PROGRA.t.~ (ROUTINE)~ a program written for execution on a peripheral, 
·processor 
PREEMPTION - the· termination of a currently executing low-priority job 
' 
and the assignment of the CPU to a higher priority job 
' 
PRIORITY NUMBER - a number assigned to a job to indicate the relative ( 
urgency or importance of the job 
- QUANTlT}1 - the length of t'ime which a job is· allo\ved to run before the 
CPU is .tal(en away from ito Also referred to as time slice. 
',-;. 
REENTRANT· ROUTINE - a routine or procgram that can be used concurrently 
by several user jobs 
. 
REMOTE BATCH JOB - a _iob submitted from ·a remote location via a 200-
USER Terminal into the computer for processing; the results are 
received at the printer and/or punch at that same remote locatio_n. 
Also known as Remote Job Entryo 
113 
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RESPONSE TIME - the time between the ·initiation of a request (issue of" 
a command) at a terminal and the beginni_ng of the response from the 
system 
ROLL-IN - the moving of a rolled-out job back into central memory 
ROLL-OUT· - the moving _of a partially completed job from central memory 
onto disk to make room for a hi~her priority job 
SCHEDULING - the process of selecting the next job to be loaded into 
~ain ~emory and actually preparing the joo for inclusion in the 
active joo ,.:l!lix 
SESSION - time interval between user log-in and 1.og-out at a remote· 
terminal 
. ' 
<> 
.. l. 
• 
'' . 
' ' . . ' ' .. 
SIMULATION - a numerical technioue for conducting experiments on a 
digital computer; this.technique involves certain types of 
mathematical and- logical mo.dels that describe the behavior of 
business, economic:, social, biological, physical or chemical 
systems (or some component ·thereof) over a period of time 
.... --.... . --:·.· .. .!..---- ·-·---: -
.. ', ,\ .. 
\. 
• •- 0. • • • • • M ~--· .. Ho• - • < 
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' '' 
· STACK PROCESSOR - a group of PP routines ~1hich process disk I/0 
requests 
TASK (Batch :job processing) - a unit of computation to v1hich syster.1 
• 
resources are allocated . 
TASK (Interactive job processing) - a number of transactions which are 
\ 
initiated by commands of the· same type 
. 
THROUGHPUT - amount of jobs completed iri·a specified time interval ( 
' 
u Til"tE-SHARING ~ the simultaneous interaction \~ith a computer system by 
several users,.each of whom is unaware of the presence of the 
others 
114 
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TIME SLICE - see quantum. ' . 
TRANSACTION ....... the basic cycle of think:Lng, issuing a conunand, waiting for·· 
a response, and receiving the response 
TURNAROUND. TIME - the total time a user job spends in the system. The 
\ 
time lag between the submission of a card deck input and the receipt 
of the output • 
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APPENDIX A 
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I ,.. • .,. 
FILE AND ATTRIBUTE ASSIGNMENTS 
6 ... 
. ' 
. , r' ~ ·, , 
.. f•. . ' -
'1~ FILE ASSIGNMENTS IN THE MODEL 
, ... 
F,IJ...E 
1 
_,, . ''· . ' .. : . 
.. 
Event file · ' "" 
Card reader queue 
Batch input queue 
' 
. I . 
•. J, • • ... . 
2 
3. 
4 INTERCOM input qlfeue, swap area 
,.5 
' . ' 
'6 
7· 
CPU queue, active job mix 
Disk stack 
- Roll-out queue 
Printe:r queue 
. -~ .. 
8 
9 Punch queue 
Temporary scratch file 
Temporary scratch file 
Temporary scratch file 
. 10 · 
11 .. 
12 
. ' 2. STRUCTURE OF EVENT FILE (File 1) . 
3 qi 
. 
ATTRIBUTE 
1 
2 
Scheduled time of event 
Event code 
The following event codes are used 
CODE 
. ,· . . 1 ARRIVAL 
2 ENDCR 
.3 INTERUP 
·4 ENDIO 
. 5 ENDPRNT 
-6 ENDPNCH 
7 LOGINS 
8 CONSOLE 
9 LOGOUTS 
10 UPDATES 
11 ENDLOAD 
-
12 RQSTIO 
13 ENDJOB 
14 ROLOUT 
15 
""-., 
ENDSIM 
ATTRIBUTE As·s IGNMENT 
l Scheduled Time of Event 
2 Event code 
.3 Time unit entered system 
d 120 . 
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. ' _ .... ~':X,:-J.:.)V-·--,t:~·---·· 
. : 
• 
• 
. ' 
.. -
. . . . 
... 
;• ·: . .. '. 
•• , ~, e• 'j -
. . ~ . ' 
,·; - ' 
. , . 
r 4., __ 
..,4, 
. . 
~ . ,.· .. - ' ·. ---- -----~---··· 
. . . 
.· . . . .. 
' . 
' 
I , , ·-
' -··.·_ . : .. ', ;i··i. ·. 
- - ·: ---.- -- - - -· ----
. ---.._, 
I 
'i ' 
., 
,. 
.:" 
I 
': ', 
,,, 
... 
, ', • I -.-.·.· . '-. -
. . ' 
' .-·· .... -.· - ,. 
. . 
' . -" ·---- ~- .. -- ---,- .. - ~ 
.' ..... 
'._ ____ ~ ~ . ' 
3. ATTRIBUTE ASSIGNMENT (continued) 
:, 
l 
4 Time unit entered queue 
5 .... Central Memory Space 
· 6 Peripheral processor time 
7 Number of cards read 
I" . 
8 Number of cards punched 
9 Number of lines printed 
10 Number of magnetic tape drives 
11 Central processor time '. .· ...... · '. 
12 Time central processor was assigned . -. . ', ,: ' 
... . 13 CP time_ current,ly used · 
14 CP time before next disk I/0 
n 
15. Total CPU time currently used in session 
.. 16 -~-~--,. Total CPU time for the session 
17 Number of transactions in task left·· .:-·;· ' 
. . . 
18 Type of task 
19 Type.of interrupt 
20 Job number 
21 Job type or class . ' 
22 Job priority class 
23 Current job priority 
.. i. 
24 . \ Control point assigned to jol>. 
25 \\~ Time control. point was assigned I . 
26 _Printer number (batch)· 
27 Disk assigned to job 
28 · Time INTERCOM transaction was initiated 
29 CPU time used since last priority recalculation 
30 I/0 time currently used 
. 1 . 
"' · .. 
. , 
·; 
. . . ,.... .~. . . 
. ·... . - ' . . :· ....... ' ·-~----.-···-····-·-~--·-"" .. - . 
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1. TYPE A CARD 
Field 
···t 
1 
2· 
-3 
4 
,5 
6 
7 
8 
9 
10 
11 
12 
13 .· 
• 1 •. 
. 
2. -TYPE B CARD 
-,.--, 
Field 
4. 
5. 
6 
--- 7 
I 
8· 
9 
10 
........ 
' 
.. . --- ' - ' - - ... -, ~-· _..,:__,_·~~-·~·- ....... --~~,~ .. ·-,~-·· 
• 
- . APPEND IX B 
, MODEL CONFIGURATION CARDS 
Description 
Number 
Number 
Numbe·r 
of card-readers 
Number 
Number 
of 
of 
of 
of 
Number of 
Number of 
Number of 
Number of 
line printers : 
punches · 
tape drives 
control points- _ 
remote batch terminals 
teletypes_ 
priority classes 
disks t. . [. • . . ~ ~ 
Number of disk controllers 
Number of plotters 
· :Number of paper tape readers 
Number of paper tape punches 
...... 
'FORMAT IS: FORlwlAT (Sx, 10!5, 3I5). 
Description 
Maximum amount of CM 
Minimum amount of CM requested by 
patch job 
Minimum amount of CM requested by 
interactive job 
Maximum CM for express job 
Maximum CP time for express job 
Time increment for input queue aging 
Time increment for output queue aging 
% of PP time used for disk I/0 
T~reshold for CPU dispatching 
Minimum control point dwell before 
roll-out 
. . ' 
FORMAT IS: FORMAT (Sx, 4Fl0.4, 7F5.2) 
• 
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Variable 
NCARD 
NLINE 
NPUNCH 
NTAPE 
NPOINT 
NRBATCH 
NTELE 
NPCL 
NDISK 
NDISC 
NPLOT 
NPAR 
NPAP 
Variable-
CMMAX 
CMMINB 
CMMINT 
CMEXP 
CPEXP 
PCENT 
THRESH 
ROLLMIN 
,, 
• 
l 
( 
i 
~' ... 
{ 
• I 
. . . 
. . 
, .. 
. 
·. 
0 
t 
APPENDIX B (continued) 
3. 
4. 
.. 
. r .• 
.• . 
TYPE C CARD 
( 
. ·, 
.r.- . -
Card 
1 
2 
.3 
4. 
5 
. 
r-1· ..... 
. . 
Description , 
No. of INTERCOM control points 
• Noo of express control points 
Noo of normal control points 
Noo of system control points 
INTERCOM control points 
Express control points 
. Normal control points 
System control points 
Variables 
.. · NINTER, NEXP, NNORM, NJANUS 
. ·TERM(J), J=l, NINTER 
EXP(J), J=l, NEXP 
SNORM(J), J=l, NNORM 
· SJANU(J), J=l, NJANUS 
TYPE D CARD 
. 
Respective unit record per minute rates for: 
a. 
b. 
c. 
d. 
Each individual 
Each individual 
Each· individual 
Each individual 
card reader, followed by 
line printer, followed by 
card punch, followed by 
remote and reader. 
FORMAT IS: FORMAT (8Fl0.4) 
S. TYPE E: CARD 
,. ···, ,, .. 
d 
· Description 
Batch job rate (per hour) 
INTERCOM job rate (per hour) 
··FORMAT IS: FORMAT (2Fl0o4) 
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Variable 
MINTER 
NEXP 
NNORM 
. NJANUS 
TERM(S) 
EXP(S) 
SNORM(5) . 
·SJANU(5) 
Format 
(Sx,4I5) 
(Sx,515) 
(Sx,515) 
(Sx,515) 
(5x,5I5) 
. . ... ' . 
.... . ' 
·.· 
. ... • .. 
" 
\ , . 
Variable 
RJOB 
RTJOB 
;, 
.. 
' . 
I 
( 
I -
i 
i 
' \ 
. -
Card No. 
-
.1 
2 
.3 
4 
5 
6 
7 
8 
9 
10 
11 
12 
13 
14 
15 
16 
17 
18 
19 
20 
21 
22 
23 ,, 
24 
25 
26 
27· 
28 
29 
30 
31 
32 
33 
34 
35 
36 
37 
38 
39 
• 
- ' 
I - ' 
' ( 
· APPENDIX C 
DISTRIBUTION PARAMETER CARDS 
;"'- J 
I '-
( 
- Cards read , ..... cla_ss 1 
Cards read, classes 2 and 3 
Lines printed, class 1 
Lines printed~ classes 2 and J. 
Memory space for INTERCOM 
Noo of transactions in Task 1 
No. of transactions in Task 2 
Noo of transactions in Task 3 
,, 
.--:.", .Noo of transactions in Task 4 
' - ~· ' 
No. of transactions in Task 5 
Console portion duration.in Task 1 
'. Console portion duration in Task 2 
Console portion duration in Task 3 
Console portion duration in Task 4 
Console portion duration in Task 5. 
·CPB time per transaction, Task 1 
CPU time per transac.tion, ·Task 2 
CPU time per transaction, Task 3 
CPU time per transaction, Task 4 
CPU time per transaction, Task 5 
INTERCOM swapping delay 
Roll-in delay 
CM loading delay 
I/0 request·delay 
Job ending delay 
INTERCOM session CPU time 
INTERCOM session PP time 
•• 
,, ' 
; . . . 
w .... __ ,,. i, _. . 
&. • • 
-., 
''. 
·. · .. 
Distribution 
Erlang 
Erlang 
Erlang 
Erlang 
Erlang 
- Poisson 
Poisson 
Poisson 
Poisson 
Poisson 
Erlang 
Erlang 
Er~ang 
Erlang 
Erlang 
Erlang 
Erlang 
Erlang 
'Erlang 
.Erlang 
Erlang 
Erlang 
Erlang 
Erlang 
Erlang 
Erlang 
.Erlang 
Cards punched , -class 1 ·Erlang 
Cards punched,· classes? and 3 Erlang -
Memory space, class 1 Erlang 
Memory space, classes 2 and 3 Erlang 
CPU time, class l Erlang 
CPU time, class·e,~ 2 and 3 · ·1 Erlang 
;( ' 
PP time, class 1 Erlang 
PP time, classes 2 and 3 .. Erlang 
CPU burst Erlang 
I/0 duration, class 1 .. - Erlang 
I/0 duration, -classes 2 and 3-----.-~-=--::=-~:::_~--·~--~-~---~-~-~--·~---·---·-,------ Erlang 
I/CJ. duration, INTERCO~ Erlang 
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